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Stz1 den ts' evo lvin g rol e in dec isio n;.r nak ing
The times, th-ey, are c;achangin'
Students, of course, are not alone
in the current transition. As the styles
and moods change, the people involved find they also must change.
Hair has gotten longer and tile
dress has become more colorful.
President Mackey, while at Florida
State University, wore his hair short.
His image has changed and he has
found the mood of the students has
changed also.

MACKEY
. .. at FSU

Students, unhappy in tile past, de_manded to be heard; and the administration has decided they must at
least appear to be listening.
Radio and television and Hotline
programs, unheard o f a few years
ago, now bring the President out of
his office to hear the questions, complaints and suggestions.
Heard or just acknowlerlged , the
student voice has gained attention. _

MACKEY
... at USF

I

I

ACCESS tonight will
feature Albert Hartley,
vice-president for- ad·
administrative affairs.
Dial 974-2215. Program
time fi.:30 p.m., radio
89.7 FM.

It®
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,Student voice gains
c;ittention on campus
By VALERIE WICKSTRO~
Oracle sta ff Writer

A

Student involvement over
the last five years has
changed from the possible
role of a "beer-drinking fraternity brother" to the active
participation role .
Although students believe
there is still a long way to go,
the student has made decisive
gains over the past five years.
At USP, changes in student
roles have been noticeable
and universities and colleges
throughout the nation are experiencing a similar transition.

-

THE STUDENT voice is not
, a new concept; it has been
around since the late 50's
when the "beer-drinking fraternity brothers" began to
emerge from their state of
lethargy and saw they had no
control over their tuition, activity fees , local or state education policies and rules, and
they were powerless t o
change or influence eithe'r
curriculum or faculty selection.

Mar-Jo crime
brings police
investigation·
Reports of several breaking
and -entering and rapes · in the
Mar-Jo .apartment complex
has prompted a Hillsborough
County Sheriff's Department
investigation.
. According to police, four or
five breaking and entering
have occured during the past
two months - three of t hese
happening between Dec. 23
and 24.,
" It is not unusual to have a
lot of breaking and enterings
in the area from Armenia Avenue to the Mar-Jo complex,"
said Lt. Deadingfield.
•"In the past three months,
three rapes have been reported," stated Lt. Miller, in
charge of rape investigation.
"There was a suspect earlier,
however at this time there is
none."
"We have sent officers over
in shabbily dressed clothes to
observe the complex during
the night but they have been
unable to find out anything.
However, the investigation is
still very active," he continued.
" In one case, the d9or had
been left unlocked. It would
help if people would lock their
doors," Miller said.

"Most changes either
aren't noticed by the
average student or are
completed over a period of weeks during
which time the student
for gets about them." ·
Joe Howell, .
vice president for
students affairs

After 15 .years of post-World
War II calm, the student
voice awoke the \vorld in 1960
with a roar, demanding extended student rights and
greater responsibilities.
The administration w a s
forced to give way. Not
much; a comparative fraction
of an inch on the scale of student rights, but enough to
give students a foothold on the
formidable mountain of university rules and policy. •
AFT,ER SOME ten years of
excuses and hesitation, university administrators conceded that students had an interest in student affairs and
were both entit!E:d to and capable of making decisions
that govern students.
Obviously a change in the
university student himself
took place before the establishment in American colleges
would make any immediate
policy chariges concerning the
student v,oice.
THE FIBST flood of seasoned Vietnam veterans returning to school under the GI
Bill hit university campuses
in 1965. Older students who
had previously been unable to

attend college because of high
tuition rates were now ·able to
continue their education , raising the average student age.
As compared to USF's first
10 years when founder Dr.
John S. Allen found himself
"working with mainly 18, · 19,
and 20-year-olds," Dr. Cecil
Mackey, works primarily with
students 21 years or older. In
1972 USF's enrollment broke
down into an over-20-years-old
age group of 84 per cent.
Hence, more concerned and
mature students are attending
school.
Admittedly, one can see
change ib administrative ·policy concept following student
protest, and oral promises for
rights
and
responsibilities
have been made to students.
But what then, and where is
the student voice in university
decision making?
Although the idea of a university without controls is
being developed, one . finds
continued on page 12

USF's faculty may soon
have its own legislative body,
culminating nearly e i g h t
years of work, giving faculty
a needed power base, according to Faculty Council Pres.
. Hans Juergensen.

It will come in the form of
separate Faculty Senate, similar to student government,
and a career personnel body
which will replace the present
Un iversity Senate, he said.
Under the present system,
administrative and career
personnel have· been able to
offset faculty power by block
voting.
The change will come after
the full results of a questionnaire sent out by Dr. Juergensen is sent to USF Pres. Cecil
Mackey.
His survey came in response to Mackey's urgings
for the faculty to become
more involved a nd to take the
iniative.
By Friday, Dr. Juergensen
had received 313 responses
out of approximately 900 sent.
Of these, 220 favor a separate
faculty body, with some willing to permit student participation.
Student Government, however, wants the faculty to exclude students and to h11-ve
their own body.
In a resolution passed
Thursday, SG approved separate facu)J;y and career personnel bodies with a coordinating council for matters of
mutual interest.

Sounds of guitar and autoharp blend on the I.awn .
1

between Alpha aml Gamma as two young musicians learn

By JOE GUIDRY
Oracle Staff Writer

Enrollment at USF this
year has fallen far short of
expectations causing budgetry
worries and speculation about
the causes of the drop in
growth rate . .

Alber .t Hartley, vicepresident for the administration, said the projected average enrollment for this year
,had been 16,210 but after the
enrollment of Qtr. 1 this figure was dropped to 'I5,627.
"THIS IS a

growth r ate than USF has
ever experienced in eight
years" Hartley said.
'
The projected enrollment
made during third quarter'
each -year, is based on the
number of full time students
' enrolled at USF and the exmuch lower
pected growth rate. The legislature uses the projected en;
rollment to budget the university.
Since the projected enrollment figure was high, the leg.islature, which pays 80 per
cent of the univeristy . expenses, overbudgeted USF according to Hartley.

Mark Adams scored a decisive victory over New Voice
Party leader Joe Chaitkin in election of USF student bodyStudent Government president last week.
Splitting the ticket, New Voice Party candidate John
. Hogg edged Adams' running mate Rodney Presley by 86 ·
votes to capture the vice-presidentia l office.
A total of 2,234 votes were cast in the presidental election
as a 1,000 vote-participatio n decline was noted at the close of
·the stormy election day. Adams attributed his victory to the
ADAMS
HOGG
fact that he carried USF campus dorms. J'The dorms were the
... president
... vice president
key to my election; we went door-to-door and really found
, what the students want", Adams said.
Final vote for president was Adams - 1,235; ChaitkinWhile Cha,.itkin carried Sociology and UC polls, splitting 909; total 2,234. Vice-presidentia
l voting totals ·were HoggFine Arts with Adams, Adams took the majority of votes at 1,154; Presley-1,068;
total 2,222.
Business, Language-Liter ature, Chemistry, Engineering, and
Election and Rules Committee (ERC) Chairman Richard
Education, as well as dorm complex polls.
Merrick announced balloting results for 11 commuter senaIn t he close vice-presidentia l race Hogg won polls at tors. Elected are: Ken Nichols, Mark Levine, Chris Clifford,
Lang.-Lit., FAH., Soc., UC and Argos while Presley carried Ed Conway, Debby Kearly, Salleye Simons, Bill Davis, Ar• Bus. , Chem., Eng., Edu ., and Andros.
thur Baron, Charles Aplin, Martin Munley, and Beth Bell.
I

SG president announces five openings
apply at the Student Government offices, UC 156.
Adams and the cabinet will
take office in March.
PREDICTS SUCCESS

Adams, who was an appointed legislator first quarter
this year, foresees no conflicts
between the legislative and
executive branches during his
administration. Often c ompared to last year's elected
/

that music is one way to attract attention . . . ancl girls.

Declining enrollment at USF hurts
o~tlook for increased state. funding

Adams attributes win
to dorm campaigning

In an unprecedented move, , $200; and Secretary of Public
newly-elected ·Student Govern- Relations, $200 per quarter.
ment (SC) President Mark
SG PRESIDENTS in the
Adams has announced that - past have appointed their cabUSF students may apply for inets and positions have not
five executive SG cabinet po- been open to the student body
sfrions.
at large. Adams hopes to in_The five positions and their stitute a new practice and
pay per quarter are: Secre- raise the quality of cabinet
tary of Finance, $500; Attar- members through this new
ney General, $500; Secretary process of application .
of Resident Affairs, $200; SecStudents interested in the
retary of Academic Affairs, five cabinet" positions should

..

president, Bob _ Hightower,
who experienced difficulty between his administration and
the legislature and eventually
resigned. Adams said, "We
(the executive and legislative
branches) can work together
just fine. "
Adams also denied rumors
which claimed he would hire
a lobbyist to work in Tallahassee on behalf of SG interests.
"I'm not going to have an un-

cabinet
necessary waste of student
funds," Adams said, a~ding
that he would seek other ways
to keep Florida government
channels open to USF.
He is also questioning the
expenses SG will incur when
they hold the annual inauguration banquet in March.
Adams says this is in keeping
with his policy to halt unnecessary spending of student
f unds.

"THE BUDGET is directly
related to the number of students expected," Hartley said.
"The number of new students
increases the amount of the
budget because more -facilities
and faculty positions are
needed."
Being overbudgeted does
not mean the university has
luxury money Hartley explained because the money is
granted in categories for expenses and salaries and can
only be spent on the specified
purpose for which it was alloted. All the funds not spent at
the end of the year reverts
back to the state.
Hartley also said tuition
funds, which pays for_20 per
cent of the university's expenses, had fallen far short of
what the university expected
and USF had a deficit of
$500,000. He said the state did
. allow a university to use the
money it had been overbudgeted if it was in debt and USF
would use some of the overbudgeted money to pay the
$500,000 deficit.
HE SAID USF would have
to realize the difference between the projected enrollment figure and the actual enrollment next year in order
for the legislature to budget
properly. Dr. Carl Riggs,

\

vice-president for academic
affairs, is making an analysis
of the enrollment for the legislature, Hartley said.
Mike Rose, secretary of student finance, said the drop in
growth rate had cut Student
Finance's funds which are
drawn from the student activity fee included in. tuition. He
said the drop in funds had not
caused him to cutback funding of any programs but said
Continued on page 12

Oracle
to print
daily
The Oracle will be published Tuesday through Friday during Qtr. 3. 1
Vice President for Student Affairs Joe Howell approved the increase in publicati~n frequency on the
recommendati.on of the Ad·
visory Committee for Student Publications.
THE ADVISORY committee, which was appointed at
the beginning of Qtr. 1 by
Howell, made the recommendation b e c a u s e it
perceived a need for additional University news coverage with more timeliness .
Plans call for The Oracle
to be distributed in the
mornings four days a week,
Tuesday through Friday,
A five-column tabloid format will be adopted.
Advertising and news
deadlines ·will be announced
at a later date.
The Oracle began publication as a weekly in 1966.

...
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3-year
B.A.
,
oppo.sed here

tf.~~'lt1T~~- [lJJ~~ ~,•
Tl,eRaven
13116 HOR/04 AVE.

Oracle Photo by Mike Thompson

One of the ni~e things '
... about a rainy day is that you can share your umbrella
with someone else.

USF officials have challenged, in part Jerry Thomas'
proposal for a 3-year baccalaureate degree. Maintaining
the general opinion that there
is no "magic · number of
years'' at which the college
program should be set, officials fear the arbitrary discarding of certain subjects
from the curriculum.
Edward Martin, Director of
Academic Services, explained
that he would be "opposed to
any simple reduction of the
education process by 25
per cent."
THOMAS introduced his
bill, saying that there is no
reason why ,a student should
have to study four years to
earn a bachelor's degree. He
suggested a reduction of the
number of required courses
' by one fourth.
Martin agrf,!es with Thomas
on the set number of years
students spend in college. "I
don't think that three years is
the magic number, or four or
five years," he said. "I don't
think that the number is any
big deal."
.
But, he says, one of the
major problems with the bill
is the decision of what courses
,should not be required. Thomas claims that the decision
can be made painlessly by
, cutting out u n n e c e s s a r y
courses, and has been quoted
as saying, "Many humanities
courses fall into this category."
MARrIN SAYS he doesn't
feel any course can be auto-

Day care service to.begin
The USF St. Pete Campus
now has a fully staffed childcare service in o~ration.
The facility is available to
all pre-school children of students, faculty, administrators
and staff.

DISCOVERY Room is under
the direction of Kevin &· Eileen McVeigh. McVeigh is a
Ph.D. candidate and former
professor, with experience in
day-care work. Mrs. McVeigh
is an experienced, certified
primary school teacher, who
also has worked in educational administration.
Hours of operation are 8
a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
A. fee of $10 a week for full
days and $5 a week for half
days is charged to cover the
cost of programming.
The Discovery Room is lo. cated on the ground floor of
the recreation building, just
below the . pool area. Easiest
access is from the driveway
on the west side of the recreation complex.
THE CENTER'S only requirement is that children be
at least 2 years old and toilet
trained.
According to McVeigh, the
activities planned for the center include work with cognitive and creative learning
skills, indoor and outdoor
play, swimming instruction
and field trips.

"' "' "'
Meetings between

the Bay
Campus administration and
the Student Association will
begin Monday in an effort to
open lines of comn_mnication.

THE MEETINGS are the
result of recent controversy

over student charges that
they have little to say in the · ·
decision-making process at
the Bay Campus.
The administration will ·be
represented by Dean Lester
Tuttle in the weekly sessions
his office at
to take place
11 a.m. each Monday, Rm. 102
A Building.

in

STUDENT Association
President Lou Kubler will
represent the students at the
open meeting. Kubler, "urges
all students to ' attend as the
purpose of these meetings is
to promote interaction between the student body and·
the administration on matters
of common interest."

SCORPIO RISING
a film by
KENNETH ANGER

BAY

CAMPUS
'

RECENT s t u d e n t complaints have revolved around
inadequate parking on campus, limited class offerings
due to a lack of available faculty and unavailable used
books because the main USF
bookstore in Tai;npa fails to
supply used books.

matically counted out, but, "I
don't think any particular
course is sacred."
Proficiency tests and sufficient high school credits
currently constitute programs
to shorten the number of
years a student spends at
USF.
Students may take College
Level Examination Progr<!m
(CLEF) Tests for up to · 45
hours of Basic Studies credits
for $25. The tests are given
the second Saturday of every
month .

SOME IDGH school seniors
take courses for credits now,
and have in the past as USF.
But, Martin admits, the number has been "just a handful," and most of them were
sons or daughters pf USF faculty members.

THEATRE: ALIVE AND WELL
AT USF

FOUNTAIN
ROOM

1Al~P4

TEL . 935-1946
11 A.M. TO 1

mo

RAKE
BSERVI(.
~)

E x11F11.U

IGNITION

SERVICE

ON lYIITMAII

Repairs & Tune Up All Makes

·l. & J. 11BP11 SERVICE
ROAD SERVICE - "FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY

PHONE 988 - 2697
N.L~ Lutes • Dealer

515TH & !"CIWL-f:R AVE,
'Te:M.,LETERRACE. FL.A.

Empty Keg
to offer
free beer
The USF Rathskcller will
host its official grand opening
Friday with beer on the house
, for students or faculty with
Empty Keg Club cards.
According to Student Government officials one permanent and two portable bars
will be used by sponsoring
Eastern Food Service to distribute kegs of free beer to
patrons over 21 years old
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
No one under 21 will be admitted to the Rathskeller during the grand opening according to Paul Bradley, public
relations.
Entertainment will feature
the "Red Hot Prof," a local
USF band featuring Dr. John
"Knocky" Parker on piano;
Dwayne E. Lake, drums; Dr.
William Garrett, saxophone;
Dr. ' William Cameron, bass
and vibes; Jose Taylor, flute
and saxophone; Dr. Herb
Boyd, saxophone; J . Rich
Brightwell, bass; Ruth Brightwell, vocalist; Dr. Tony Zaitz
of St. Le-0, clarinet; Bob Gelinos, bass.
The grapd opening will be
sppnsored by th~ , university
and Eastern Food Service for
"Keg Clubbers" only ; no
guests will be allowed and
cards · will be checked at the
· door.

Coml)lete line of 1971 New and ·used Volkswagens in
stock. Super Beetles, Fastbacks, Squarebacks, Kamp~rs, .
Buses, Kombis, Ghias, Type IV Sedans & Wagons,

'69 VOLKSWAGEN
2211, 7 passens,er bus. Red.finish . $2097
with white top. Stock # 1694 ............ , ••••
,69 finish
VOLKSWAGEN 3111 Fastback, radio, heater, red $J S9
7
with leatherette interior. Stock #1232 ••
'69 VOLKSWAGEN
1131 Sedan, radio, heater, air
$1597
conditioned, green finish. Stock # 1272 •••• , • •
.
.'69 PORSCHE 912 coupe. One owner, extra sharp •• $4697
,68 VOLKSWAGEN
1131 Sedan. Radio,heater,
$1·297
leatherette interior, beige· finish; Stock #31991
'68 Cond.
VOLKSWAGEN 1131,4 speed, radio, heater.Air $1397
Stock # 30921 ........... , ........... ..

,67

This is a paid adver~~J
tisement. · An advertise·
~ ~ ~
ment 'to inform the USF
Students al,)out a student '
i
~
activity too rarely mentibned in the pages of
their s,tudent newspaper:
f; :\
Theatre Productions.
'f ~ •~
Since the opening of
.~
the University, Theatre
RICHARD III, ShakeProductions have been speare: a Main Stage Propopular . and productive duction scheduled for
, activity for students, staff March 2 through 4 and 9
and townspeople.
through 11. This produc•
The~tre USF has devel- tion will feature the in- ·
oped a large and enthusi- temationally celebrated
astic
audience
and actor Paul Massie in the
brought regional and na- title role. Mr: Massie has
tional recognition to the returned to USF for his
University. Open to any- third appointment as
one interested in work- artist-in-residence
in ·
ing in theatre; the pro- Theatre.
gram is funded by StuTHE LION IN WINdent Activity Fees and TER, Goldman: a Stufurther supported by . a dent Honors Production
reasonable box office.
in Centre Stage, March 6
As a continuing activi- through 8.
ty, Theatre USF presents
While there is no
two major productions
charge for admission to
each quarter directly suthe Student Honors Propervised by the faculty of
ductions, reservations are
the Theatre Department.
required through the .D eIn addition, each quarter
partment of Theatre offeatures a Student Honfice.
'
\
ors Production, selected,
Watch this newspaper
directed and designed by
for future ads telling you
students. The Friday
more about the programs ·
"free-hour" presentaof Theatre USF, one of
tions of Experimental
USF's most popular stuT heatre are now scheddent activities.
uling additional perforAnyone interested in
- mances to satisfy · everparticipating
in Theatre
growing attendance.
USF
as
a
performer
in
Quarter II productions
some
"backstage"
capaciare:
THE CHALK GAR- ty can obtain further in·
DEN, by Enid Bagnold: formation by visiting the
a Centre Stage Produc- Theatre Department O ftion to be presented Feb- fice (TAR 230) or teleruary 15 through 19 and phoning extension 2701.
Reserve seat tickets
22 through .2"6. This
and
information of both
comedy-suspense
play
deals with three genera-· C entre Stage and Main
tions of English life and Stage productions are
is centered on an eccen- available at the Universitric grandmother, her im- ty Box Office (TAT) daily
petuous
grandaughter from 1:15 to 4:15 -p.m.

"i

STANLEY J.
and MARY A, FIJAL
P.M. EVERY DAY

~

VOLKSWAGEN Kamper, fully e11uipped, one
owner, 36:000 miles, perfect condition. Must see $
to appreciate. Stock #1682.-...... ... _........ .

1997

a

and
mysterious young
lady who is hire.cl as governess-companion.

:t..

.

.

COUNTER-CULTURE
Books - Mags - Co,mix

Feb. 11th· FAH 101
Midnight and 12:50 a.m.

Admission 25c

FOWLER AVE. BOOKSTORE
.5710 E. fow1er Ave.

Sponsored b y :

Hours: 12-8 Mon.-Sat.

FILM FORUM

University

Center
program
council
presents

!
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..'/t's my right

USF re·-eva·luates,

. to Write -about

expects budg8t ;cut

:.. ·anyone,'--Mailer

USF is re-e~aluating its programs in preparation for a
budget cut by the legislature
according to Albert Hartley,
vice-ptesident for administrative affairs.

By NORMAN GOOGEL

mer Student Government . Vice-President
Mary "Margaret Rutledge approached the
podium, saying "I don't wish to debate
Norman Mailer, novelist and more- reMr. Mailer. I think he's a brilliant writer,
cently a cinematographer, intended to
perhaps the most brilliant, but he's con.read some poetry and discuss his film
sistentiy sexist."
"Maidstone," which premiered at l:JSF
"It's my right as an artist to write
Feb. 5.
about anyone, male or female, in any
But before he could begin his lecture
manner . • . I'm not writing for women
last Thunsday, an enraged women's lib
or even for humans. If I may use my one
advocate charged " Why didn't he (the
obscenity of the· evenings, 'f... the humoderator) say anything about your sexmans' ... it's totalitarian if I have to
ism?"
worry about whether or not women will
Mailer, caught unexpected but used. to · like it when I write, "Women's liberation
such charges, said "I don't believe I'm a
is half revolutionary and
totalitarian.
sexist .•. but let me do it (prove· it) my
When- there's politicans' liberation, it'll
way."
be equal, to fascism - a country with a
Mailer began to diseuss Maidstone, but
dictator," Mailer added . .
soon interrupted himself, noting "I sense
Leaning gently over the podium, · Mailan air of disappointment and antagonism
er said "films are the most dynamic art
here."
form - the one which affects the brains
Displaying the same Maµer wit with
and senses the most."
which he'd handled William Buckley and
Maidstone, which Mailer described as
Gore Vidal, he said coyly "I can see
an "underground film to the sciJ.].e of Cecil
you're not interested in the delicate lyric
' B. DeMille," is based on Bobby Kenneand incredible metaphysic of my film dy's as~assination.
that you'd rather enter an impromptu de' "I iliink we've blundered upon a new
bate •.."
way of film-making which allows for
In the interchange which ensued, formore creati~ty," he said.
pracle Slaff Writer

Hartley said Robert Mautz,
chancellor of the state university system, has written a letter to the state universities
stating that the universities
should be prepared to not realize the resources they had
requested from the legislature
since Governor Askew had recommended a significant reduction in budget requests.

..

new positions. in the budget
we may have to shift someone
from an existing position - to
another or find a vacant position we . were funded for to
~eet the expense."
He said he did not expect
any eniploye~ to lose their job
because of a cutback in the
budget.

"It may be necessary
to shift resources from
one function to anoth:
er. If we do not ge,t
funds for new positions
in the budget we may
have to shift~meone
from an existing posit-ion to another or find
a vacant p9sition we
were . funded for to
,,
7 e,xpense;
meet tie

.

Stringfellow address cites
Bible on- 'Chr-istian"ethics'
William Stringfellow, de- cial harassn;ient," he said,
. fense attorney in the Harris- ·explaining that he will conburg 8 conspira,cy case, ex- tinue working for what he beplained the importance of , lieved.
· . Christian ethics in dissent by
Attacking the system of sur'. the Berrigans and others in a veillance in America, String: speech · in the Argos lounge fellow said, "The Administra, ' Thui;;sday night.
tion is afraid of its own people
He gave no formal speech, .. . truth . . . non~conformity
•
. !eading only from the Book of . . . citizens who behave as
Acts in the Bible and from a free men."
letter he and Anthony Towne
~ SAID the government is
wrote to the Berrigans after fostering, the idea that dissent
being cha.!'ged with harboring equals violence and whatever
Daniel B.errignan.
the government does i~ justiBERRIGAN was aq-ested fied. He called the Harrisburg
. by FBI agents at Stringfel- case and the 1972 presidential
low's home in connection with campaign "inextricable."
a plot to kidnap Henry KissinAcquiesence not apathy,
ger which allegedly involved Stringfellow said, is today's
, Berrigan and seven others.
campus mood. He said the
The conspiracy charges "quietism" is similar to the
have since been changed to German experience in the
involve only anti-government Thirties.
Stringfellow said it was
actions at draft boards and
~ other war related facilities.
hard to introduce religious
_ ALTHOUGH the charges questions of ethics or morals
were dismissed, Stringfellow into the courtroom. He experisaid that he was cautioned enced ·this problem, he said,
· about making political state- during .the heresy trial of
ments.
Bishop James Pike.
.
"We cannot liv~ worthily as
HE ACKNOWLE~GED the
,..._ human beings in fear of offi- way the government operates

'Tiger Cages,' U.S.
atrocities outlined
.
in Don Luce talk
-

.
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THETALEOFTHE

DEAN'S
WIFE

A TWIN PEAKS PRODUCTION

STARTS FRIDAY!

Lee
Paul
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"Pocket Money"

McLain cites pay inequities
By TOM PALMER
Oracle Stall Writer

State Sen ator David
McClain (R-Tampa) is ·pressing the , investigation into this
year's salary increases for
USF faculty and administrators, charging that there are
gross inequities.
McClain's main charges are
that the best teachers, many
of them women, received no
raises, and that funds were
transferred to give adminis- ·
trators~pay raises while denying raises to some faculty
members.
THE DECISIONS were not
made at the department level
as is customa,ry, but by Pres.
Cecil Mackey h ims e 1 f,
McClain charged.
McClain denies that Pres.
Mackey has either answered
his inquiries adequately or
followed the intent of legislative appropriations for the
raises.
Nevertheless, Mackey said
Friday, "The·salary increases
were distributed in line with
Board of Regents expectations," adding that they were
better distributed than ever
before.
IN A position paper the
American F e d e r a t i o n of
Teachers (AFT), charged that

of the 38 top' professors, according to the Qtr. 2 evaluations, 23 received no r aises.
Half· of the top 22 raises went
to department chairmen, according to the AFT.
T h e r e is disagreement
among members of the Amer ican Association of University

I

Professors (AAUP) on the
blame for the disparity.
AAUP · President · Pas ca 1
Strong says that department
chairmen are to blame. '
THIS LEAVES ' unanswered
the question of who transferred the funds for pay raises tor administrators.
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Thinking about French fries?

I

Get up and get
away at McDonald's

Journalist Don Luce told .• Luce's greatest disappointUSF students of the "tiger ment, he said, was when he
cages" he found in South Viet- , came back to the United
namese ·political prisons and States. He expressed amaze. how America supports such ment at the apathy on college
political repression in a campuses over the issue of
speech Wednesday night in the war.
Christ The King
Our Redeemer
the Argos Lounge.
"Daniel Ellsberg has been
L.C.A.
L.C.M.S.
Luce, whose visa and press charged · with treason for
11801
N.
56th
St.
304
Druid
Hills Rd.
card were revoked by the proving that the government
Worship: 8:30 A.M.
Worship: 10:30 A.M.
· South Vietnamese Govern- has beeq lying for 10 years,"
11:00 A.M.
ment for exposing these Luce said, shaking his head.
things, was sponsored by the
LOOKING OVER the entire
USF Religious
Council.
panorama of U.S. policy in
CALL 988-6139 or 988•4025 For Transporta'tioo
.
.
THE VIETNAMESE people, Vietnam, Luce concluded,
Informal Bible talks - 6 p.m. Sunday night at Our
Luce said, say to Americans, "We never understood the
Redeemer.
Bring a friend.
"If you could think of us as people."
people, it would be harder
for you to bomb us."
Luce told of the breaking up
of families, the dislocation of
communities and the treatment that U.S. presence has.
brought to Vietnam.
"We made more Viet Cong
than we've ki!led," Luce said.
Effective January 1, '72, Florida law requires that every owner of a motor vehicle reg is- .
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ALONG HARD LOOK
AT TODAY'S STUDENTS
ON AND OFF
CAMPUS!AND
GRACE- WHO LOVED
THEM ALL .•.

"I DO anticipate an in•
crease in work loads," Hartley said.
Jim Cla•rk, executive assistant to President Mackey,
said he knew of no specific'
programs that would be affected by the cutbacks in t he
legislature's allotment. He
-Albert Hartley
THE CHANCELLOR'S letalso said he did not anticipate
ter listed three ways the
anyone
losing their job.
reduction in funds could be
Dr. 'earl Ri ggs, viceovercome. 1) to cancel programs planned for 1973. 2) to shift resources from one func• , president for academic affairs
cancel 2 new state universi- t ion to another," Hartley said. said he haa' discussed the
ties. 3) for the universities to "If we do not get funds for chancellor's letter wtth the
deans and chairmen and
re-evaluate their existing proasked them to study their programs.
grams and set their priorities
Literary Review and
Hartley sai,d the universities
needs. - -.
·
·consider the third alternative
He said he dia not know if a
accepting works cutback would affect any new
the most realistic.
Dr. Joe H o·w e 11, vice~contributions are now being programs but said he did not
president for student affairs, · accepted for the 1972 edition expect it to affect staff jobs.
Dr. Carl Riggs, vice-president of the South Florida Review,
for academic affairs and the University's literary magHartley are all working in azine:
their areas to re-evaluate proPersons who wish to congrams and list priorities ac- , tribute material' for consids ording to Hartley.
eration of the editors for publication should deliver their
HARTLEY SAID he had in- contributions to the Departstructed the directors in each ment of English office, third
division of administration to floor of the Language-Literastucky their programs and re- ture Building, directed to the
outside the law and . the help- evaluate them. He expects attention of Prof. John Hatchlessness many Americans feel their/report by March 1.
er, adviser for the South Floriin the face of such power.
"It may be necessary to da ·Review.

.nalf

,
'
,·
·
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NO•fAULT AUTO
INSUR.A NCE

DISCOVERY OF the "tiger
cages" by Luce and two U.S.
Congressm_e n brought attention to the issue of political
prisoners in South Vietnam. ·
He said they found, in cages
five feet wide and ten f.eet
long, three. to five prisoners
whose legs had atrophied to
little more than flabby tissue
and who were . tortured and
ill-fed in attempts to break
their spirit.
Luce said that there are
100,000 political prisoners in
South Vietnam today, many of
whom have never had trials
and in 1971 the U.S. Government spent $400,000 for 384 addHional "isolation cells."
!N .1971, Luc~ said, the United States contributed $30 million to the' South Vietnamese
police and only $4.50 million
to education. This is an indication· of where U.S. interest
lies in Vietnam, Luce said.
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"Three year degre·e._ .Proposal · may
.

for · quantity

·sacrifi·c~ quality
State Senate. President Jer,ry
• Thomas has introduced a bill into
the legislature revising the requirements from four to· three
years for a bachelor's degree from
a state university. Concurrently,
the Board. Rf Regents has begun to
study- a. similar three-year degree
'program.
' Thomas may have an excellent'
and innovative. idea for education.
But his 'reasons are all wrong. He
hopes to speed up the educational
process by eliminating unneeded
courses from .the curriculum. -The
students would· then be able to
begin earning . incomes a year
·sooner and the universities will be
able to handle more students in the

same amount of time, relieving ov- jors taking .only psychology, business majors taking only business,
·
ercrowded campuses.
Thomas' proposal would turn the etc.
Sen. Thomas is right in that taxfour~year universities into little
more than vocational schools. It payers are entitled to the most for
would eliminate providing. the stu- their money, ·but most should.refer
dent with , a well-rounded back- 1 to quality and not ·quantity. We
ground which has long been a stat- might be able to award more degrees in a shorter period of time
ed aim of a college education. I
The courses _eliminated will be but the diplomas won't be worth as
electives and general education much in the final analysis. It would
· subjects. Altlwugh · these courses only be cheapening the product, not
may not contribute directly toward the cost of production.
· There are several other · probproviding an income, they are important in developing a human lems, other than philosophical,
being instead of a machine. All with the three-year degree idea.
v How will this affect ·the relathat would be left would be ·engineering majors taking · only engi- tive standing of state universitjes
neering courses, psychology_ ma- with other universities in the na-

Last ~hant:e. to register for prirr,ary
Saturday' will be your - last
chance. The voter registration
books will close Feb, 12 throughout
the state a·nd will not be reopened
until after the March 14 Presidential Primary.
In the coming month, the Tampa .area will be getting heavy at,t~ntion from most of the large
field of_ candidates: The news
media will be saturated with news
and advertisements about each
candidate. Many will try to . woo
the student voters and give you the
opportunity to hear them on campus.

t

f

The field presents enbugh diversity so that almost anyone can
identify with one or more of tho
·candidates on major issues.
Only by voting will you be entitled to express your opinion and
evaluate the statements and positions of each candidate in a way
that the. entire nation will be aware
of. And only by ~egistering will you
. be allowed to vote.
Don't~be left out.,Next week will
Register rlow.
be too\. latt
.

'.:, 'I

tion. Any Florida graduate interested in graduate school in any
field may l;!e do0med because his
degree does not meet the standards which other schools require.
W.ith all else being equal, it seems
obvious )that graduate schools
wot,lld prefer the four-year degree
with a broader background.
v .What will happen to the
state's extensive junior college
,system. Will an A.A. degree be
given in one year or will junior colleges expand to three year programs also?
v Most students will complain
that there are too many requirements now·and not enough time for
electives. By establishing a threeyear degree requirement, there
, will be less time for electives and a
more rigorous and inflexible
schedule of required courses,
While the Regents · and legisla- ·
-ture are studying the three-year
degree, they should be aware that
. there is more than just a time factor involv~d. By taking 18 hours
per quarter and attending for the
full year, any student can graduate ·
in 2½ years. And that's not by
shaving the standards of the degree.
USF has two methods of awarding credit to students which Senator Thomas may not realize. USF
allows students to waive Basic
Study rcourse~ based on their high
school record. This gives students
the opportunity of - using their
hours for additional courses. USF
also allows students to waive or receive credit in certain areas by
taking proficiency examinations.
USF is also investigating more
ways to blend the senior year in
high school with the freshman year
of college.
There is nothing sacred about a
·
four year program of study.
What is sacred is quality education.

Flori·da's path of temptation

,

======il

by Robert Boyle

COMMEN TARY

The Oracle 'is written and edited by students at the University of Soulh Flo1'ida. Editorial views therein
·
are not necessat'ily those of .the faculty advise1· or the University administration.
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out the other

" See the horse is runnin' real free, over there on the flat
sand land across the bay," the Tombstone stranger said, off.
ing-his mount.
" That mean we gotta ~o over. there to do our thing?"
asked the Tombstone Man's good friend, Mr. Testyles.
"No man,- there's plenty of stuff around here, and plenty
of folks doin' it," Tombstone marked, "tl:iere's ~ettin' to be a
.
lot more all the time.''
"You know," Mr. Testyles sighted, ''I've been seeing a
lotta horse tracks 'round here lately, but I figger we're gonna
see a lot more running, and real soon too."

'
'
"lotsa people been dabblin'
Tombstone mirthed,
"Yea,"
and playin' round with the Ice Cream Man's horse, when he
come draggin' by. That_horse, he kinda mean. Why every
once in a while, when you're just ain't expectin' it, he really
gets on you."

"I'"'.e seen the works . .. " Mr. Testyles tried, but surren•
dered to the interruption of his pointman.
"Just when you get close enough, and don't give a damn
no more, that mean old horse slides a spike in your heart,
and before long you're all his."
"With the Ice Cream man droppin' all the sugar, down
that trip to_ Nowhere land." Mr. '.restyles continued from .
.
afar, " How'd we ~ver get so lucky?"
"I heard the sheriff say, we got all the parses, because of
the grass. He ·says, 'the horse just .naturally gdnna follow
where the grass goes/ but I don't. think he really knows the
differertce between horse and bull. One's just as dangerous. as
.
the other."
" Someone else told me; a lotta dudes were·real big in the
cavalry back in the war. Well, at least this time their bring•
ing somethin' home besides the clap. Over there, maybe they
needed it. Killin' people ain't nothin' you wanta hafta be
thinkin' about when your doin.' it," Tombstone excused~
"Well," shot up Mr. Testyles,
ter to do."

::1just ain't got nothin' bet•

"We won't hav' nothin' to wdrry about, since the ·sheriff
and his whole posse is out trying to. put out the big grass fire.
Long as he keeps on doin' that fer us,' we won' thave to worry
much about business. He's a stampedin' t hem right towards
us.I We won't get 'em all 'that gets burned out or bustedI but
we re gonna get ou_r fair share."
' "Won't the townspeople try to 'do something about it,
·
Stone Tom?" Mr. Testyles nodded.
"Why should they? We're doin' them a favor. Like if the
freaks weren't doin' a horse thing, they might wanna go
someplace or do something. That always either cost ·t he
townsfolks money or cause them trouble or both. If somebody
chased all the horses away, they might even start askin'_a
few questions they had before they started ridin'. Why, we'reo,,.
the . best thing that's happened to the Joneses, since televi•
'
sion."
"What kinda questions ?" threw•up Testyles.
'"Like, why doesn't anything ever make any difference,
or whatever happehed to the Great Silver Dead Catfish "
. '
jived Tombstone.
" Oh, come on man, you're just feedin' me a lotta J·unk
'
aren ' t you, T·om stoney-man ?" Testy told.
"That's right man, that's right," Tombstone.

I ,

Commentary
Mailer the man

I saw Norman Mailer. tonight. Unfor•
tunately, if you were not an ·English
major or an esoteric in fic~on writing,
his ramblings' and skimming comments
~m drunken poetry and film making
would have bored you into leaving: as
half of the audience did. There was an
almost incessant mumbling in the crowd.
It was ·annoying an!f ifritating. ·No doubt
the per~onified uneasiness caused our
guest to feel uncomfortable and obliged
to be entertaining. Th~ number of people
' that had the right, the right in that they
;were interested in lie~ring what the man
\hacl to 'say, could have fit into the Lan•
' Lit auditorium. With all the movement ·
and heel clicking that was going on
(somewhat reminiscent of a junior high
school 1 assembly in the heat of May), if
something of value or significance was
uttered most people had to strain to
hear, or miss the point completely.
Norman Mailer is a man to be appi;e,ciated as himself. He has· made a name
for himself. Some respect him, some admire him and· many de~pise 'him for
what he writes. This is not the issue. It
is a handful of students from the audience that demonstrated their immaturity
I
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and commonness by antagonizing and in•
terrupting him. Those comments co1Jld
have been "constructively phrased and
would have enriched Mailer's talk, but,
as i_t was, their impudence · anq Ciipr ic~ousness deleted from the· overall effe'ct
of the crowd and speaker interaction.
However, Mailer's coolness converted
the snarling she•wdlves into humble
sheep when they were _given the floor to
·
speak.
~

Norman Mailer proves himself a
brave man. He is subjected to and welcomes calculation, evaluation and provacative, challenging questions. He is ~he
kind of ma,n whose conversation promotes •awe with enlightening words, not
a lecturer who can deliver an organized
dissertation on a new method of film•
making and keep his audience spellbound. But, he is sensitive and courageous enough to submerge himself in SO·
ciety. And, as a .writer, he turns this sensitivity into a strength with the magic to
1
1
create.
EDIE RICHMAN 3ENG

Campaign violations
Editor:
When.candidates in the recent Student
Government elections declared their in•
tentions to run, they were given a "candidate's packet" which included Bill No.
17, stating rules for candidates to / allow
during the elections. Yet even with these
precautions, flagrant violations did
occur. While candidates were out denouncing wrongs of others and how they
could eradicate them, they, in the proc•
ess, violated the very -ideals they said
they would initiate.

Obser~ations. from ·~Xico

so aptly demonstrated the night Norman
Mailer spoke in the gym. The whole cir.
By LIZ BARNES
cus was there - blundering baboons,
jackasses and egotists. By the dozens . (Editor's note: Former Oracle staff writ,.
they walked out.
er Llz Barnes is attending schooJ in Mex- .
.
ico this quarter.)
Perhaps their minds, as demonstrated
grey
and
The Mexico City sky is thick
by an egotistical lass named Mary Marwith smog fo the early mornings when
garet, were in the gutters of Playboy
we run to catch our bus to school. ,T here
Magazine. They came to see a fight.
are rio pollution controls here, and black
They came to see Mailer chew into "the
smoke pours out from every bus and
women's lib bitches," the Gore Vidals,
many cars. It is a heavier smog than in
the Richard Nixons.
and some say it may be worse
Tampa,
He didn't intend to. Mailer came to
Angeles. At any rate, by the
Los
than
speak about filmmaking, writing, and a
day, our eyes are red, and we
the
of
end
didn't
he
Obviously
little about himself.
the smell of diesel fumes.
of
sick
are
come to 'be intimidated into a debate
the city is like a fairy•
night
at
But
with a woman who screamed "Sexist" at
and interesting peo•
lights'
bright
.of
land
him the minute he took the podium. I
American building,
,Latin
the
From
ple,
wept crocodile tears for you, Mary Marone looks down on
Mexico,
in
tallest
the
. garet, when you backed out of the debate
humanity, mak•
nt•sized
a
of
multi,tudes
you had instigated. Perhaps some day
city's strel'!ts. ·
the
'
hrough
t
way
their
ing
your modesty will sweep you into the
Rosa) one
Zona
(La
Zone
Pink
'the
In
presidency of the U.S.
sees peopl~ of every imaginable econom•
And those who walked out were the
ic class. Women in full length mink or
leopard promenade past beggar•women
finest example of the "all you need to get
sitting on the cold sidewalk. The beggars
into U~F is a note f_rom your mother"
look mournfully into the faces of each
mentality.
passerby and stretch out cupped hands.
There was no debate promised, no wild
Many hold tiny babies in their arms or
P layboy sex harangue on liberated
send their toddlers to beg for them.
women. Perhaps Mailer was right whe~
, For th·e · North America visitor, such
. asked if . the public influences him., " New
open poverty is painful to see.
the public," he replied. There is no
York, for instance, one can for the
nobler attribute to those who lacked {he
most part avoid pitiful people by
, intelligence to hear him out.
staying near the big hotels and Sa.ks
Fifth Avenue . United States poverty,
RICK ABRAMS, 4COM

In
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Rated X
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One that I was personally confronted
with concerns the placement of signs on
cars without the owner's consent, which
was clearly stated fn Bill No. 17, which
was i~cluded in_the candidate's packet.
What I would like to know, Mark
Adams and John Hogg; is how you think
you can effectively -run a body of thou•
sands when you can't' even read the
rules which govern your own campaigns,
which in turn enable' you to be elected. I
hate to think of the incompetency that
will result . as of your being elected' to
Student · Government. My suggestion to
you· is simple and' cliche: practice what
you preacp. We would all benefit from it,
a nd maybe you wouldn't look like asses.
TIM MATTHEW, 2ACC

The USF mentolity
It's sad that the USF mentality v.:as

though undeniable, is better hidden. In
Mexico City one cannot forget for
' more than an inst.ant the great discrep3:ncy between the 'rich and the majority who are poor.
At the Universidad Nacional Autonu•
ma de Mexico, where eight USF students
are attending classes this quarter, the
general poverty of the people has been
taken into consideration. Total cost for a
year's tuition here is only 200 pesos
($16) for residents of Me~ico.
One of the murals on the Administration building in the University City
_best explains the purpose of the university, which is to reach out to all of
Mexico. Painted by David AHaro Siqueiros, the mural depicts a body of
students extending their arms to '.'the
people," so that culture and learning '
may become a ·part of society. "The ·
People and the University; the University and the Pe-ople, for one national
culture, · neohumanistic, reaching out
~qua1ly to all."
The school for foreign students in the
university, which, began classes Jan. 24,
is quite unique. Though there are many
students from the United States, the
school is intended for students from
every country. There is a mixture of
many cultures with students from Turkey, Sweden, Japan, Germany France,
Canada and others. Most are concentrating on learning or improving their Span-

I ,-

College yearbooks yearly nearly die of dreariness when
they're issued every June. It's refreshing to see one that's' not
the run of the paper mill 1- one without pictures of sorority
sisters and their brothers crammed onto a divan, quarter:,
h alf- and full•backs in their vai:sity drag, and beauty queens
with s~ining teeth and pimpleless complexjons.
1
But last June, along came "Gumbo," a product of Louisi•
ana State ·u niversity and · one of the first X•rated yearbooks.
"Gumbo" got itself into producing an honest representation
of campus life. Maybe she was too honest.
Included in the book was a photograph of a · red, white
and blue marijuana cigarette; a I series of satires on such
sanctions as motherhood, and four photos of nudes taken in
art classes, which changed the book's rating from R to X.
"Gumbo" was a partial success. Students loved the book
and, for the first time in .the college's history, "Gumbo" went
into second printing. -

a

By Rick Mitz
The State Legislature, however, wasn't so pleased. A resolution of disapproval was passJd. Said one legislator, who
once a ttacked 1the-t eaching of Shakespeare in the school sys•
tern, "I've never seen mor_e nasty pictures. A student cannot
show it to his little brothers and sisters." _,
·And the LSU st~dent~ody president retorted, "Anyan!')
· who thinks that book has por,nographic value hasn't seen very
much good pornography,"
"Gumbo" follows an inevitable student press _pattern.
Four years ago, campus papers ran -what were labeled "obscene" words, back when the wa tchword, " telling it like it
is," was telling it as1 it was.
. Now it seems that yearbooks have 1gotten in the picture
by getting in the pictures of nude bodies, student smoking
habits and other aspects of life on campus. Ma ybe one provoc•
ative picture is worth a thousand four.letter words.

.

ish, and Spanish classes range froin
superior down to beginners.
. Classes begin early in the morning f9r
some students, but most restrict their
classes to the hours between 9 a.m. and
2 p.m., and by 2 the university is for the
•most part deserted. Like USF, UNAM is
_a commuter school, and there are no
on campus.
dormitories
. I
When not at s chool, there is much to
interest a foreign student. It is particularly important to get out of the polluted
city a nd into the beauiful mountains.
People flock to a national park near here
for picnics-, games, and exploring of an
old convent. The convent, built in the
16th Century, was used as a fort in the
Revolution of 1910. It is a mass of cold
stone rooms, beautiful gardens, and fas•
cinating underground tunnels. The tunnels are blocks long, and the only light is
that of candles.
In less than two hours, one can
reach Cuernavaca and Taxco. In these
smaller t.owns the pace is much slower, and it seems there are more tourists - perhaps because they look ~ore ·
different from the natives than in cos•
mopolitan Mexico City. The markets
there are fascinating, but for U.S. tourists the prices soar.
. However, the r,nore Spanish a person
c.a q speak, the better his chances of a J
good price. The more Spanish a girl
can speak, the less chance she will be
hassled by the Mexican Romeos. The
more Spanish a foreigner here speaks,
t~e better his chance of becoming a wel- .
come part of the proud Mexican commu•
nity.
· The impetus to study is great. With
the Spanish language every phase of
Mexican life seems appealing and excit•
ing.

Letter policy
Tiie Oracle welcomes let- ·
ters to the editor on qll topics.
All letters must be signed and
addressed including student
·
.
classification.
Letters should be no rnore
than 100 w ords, triple spaced
typewritten. The editor reserves the right to edit or
shorten letters. Letters received Thursday ·will be considered for publication the following W ednesday.

.
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USF students
~favor ROTC

If the student voice counts, a Reserved Officers Training
Corps (ROTC) program may soon be a reality on the USF campus.
Results from a student referendum given to voters during the
Jan. 26 USF Student Government (SG) primary election have
been tabulated and show that USF students favor an ROTC program on campus two-to-one.
Endorsing the program formation were 698 USF students
while 373 voted against ROTC. Seventy-six students opposed a
program "with equal opportunity to the sexes" but 702 favored
sex equality if ROTC comes to USF.
According to the referendum, 100 of the students who voted
would become involved with ROTC. However 1,002 students indi-

USF's administration has
proposed establishing departmental faculty advisory committees which would give the
faculty a greater voice in policies that affect them.
Dr. Carl R i g g s, vicepresident for academic affairs, said he and Dr. Mackey

had been working on the proposal since September and it
was not an answer ta State
Senator David McClain's criticism of Mackey's consideration of the faculty in deciding
pay raises.
He said he recommended
the proposal to the Council of

Co-op gets
minorities
•
increase
During the past two years,
the USF Co-op Program has
emphasized the employment
of blacks and other minority
groups by naming a black coordinator and increasing minority participation in the program, according to Co-op Director George Miller.

Athenaeum

MINOR
Andrew Minor, th~ new
black coordinator, came to
USF in September of 1970
from Tennessee State University, and started with the cooperative program when there
were only two minority students in the program. Today
the number exceeds forty.

gets charter

Minor said the methods he
uses to increase the enrollAthenaeum, USF's honor so- ment in the program vary
ciety, will soon become affili- from personal written letters
ated with the Mortar Board, a to i:ldividual students to apwomen's honor society grant- pearances on television proing recognition to senior lead- grams that offer opportunities
ership and scholastic achieve- to minority students.
ment.
"Some of the most demandAthenaeum will be installed ing fields for black students
as a national chapter on April are Engineering, Science, and
22, by Dr . Lynn Bartlett of the Business
Administration,"
University of Miami. Dr. Minor said.
Bartlett is a former Mortar
General Electric company
Board national officer.
has followed the recommendaTHERE ARE 24 active Ath- tion of Minor in proposing a
enaeum members at USF and pre-co-op program for high
the group presents an award school students who can't
for teaching excellence to a meet the requirements of the
faculty member annually_ at.. uniYersity but are willing to
graduation. work the summer aiter -they
It was reported that over graduate to finance their fall
250 alumnae members are eli- quarter on campus, and congible for installation into the tinue working and studying in
Mortar Board.
the Co-op program.

7. The Committee will recommend through the Chairman to the Dean of the College, separately from the
Chairman, on promotion and
faculty ranking for salary increments.
a. The Committee will evaluate each faculty member's
performance in teaching, research, and service on a 1-5
scale. Similar evaulations will
be made separately by each
Chairman and Dean.
b. The Committee and each
Chairman and Dean will use
student, peer, and self evaluations in their evaluations of
each area of faculty performance.
8. The Committee and each
Chairman and Dean must
document each evaluation' of
each faculty member.
9. All areas of the University Community should expect
and demand objective, responsible deliberations and
recommendations by the Ad-
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ORA(LE CLASSIFIEDS
To order classifieds, use the form below. Fill in-the
boxes allowing 1 box for each letter, space and
punctuatio_n mark. Use additional form if more than
5 lines are required.

5 lines (31
Additional
Repeated:·: · ·

,characters/line)
line
2-4-Issues
More than 4 Issues

I
I
I
I

i

$1.00
I ,

.. '
.,

15

.90*
.75*

,. Per 5 lines (3 J. characters)

Mail the ad, with·re.mittance (check preferred) to: Oracle
Classifieds, LAN _47~ .University of South Florida, Tampa,
Florida 3362.0. No refund~ ,1 ·

D~adline - NOON Fll'IDAY

visory Committees, Chairmen,
and Deans. Failure to act responsibly will result in loss of
function.
10. Each department will
inform the appropriate Dean
and the Academic Vice President on the membership of its
Advisory Committee and how

the Committee .was elected.
Riggs said the ·deans would
discuss the proposal with
their faculty and tell him if it
was acceptable to them or not
or if there were any changes
they wanted made. He said he
expected them to report back
to him this week.

·I
(_'_Number of
ti mes to r"n.}

PHONE 988-327~

WATCH AND JEWELRY
REPAIR
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Herbert Marcuse to speak

0

z
"'

Monday in USF theater
Marxist intellectual Herbert
Marcuse will speak in the
Theatre Feb. 14 at 2 p.m. in a
series sponsored by the USF
philosophy department.
Marcuse's speech will be
entitl~d "A Revolution of
Values." Marcuse, who taught
'Angela Davis, is currently a
professor of philosophy at the
University of California at
San Diego.
OTHER speakers in the two
day series entitled, "Science,

Technology and Vaiues," will
be June Goodfield, who will
speak on "The Dilemnas of
Scientific
Professionalism"
Feb. 14 at 9 a.m. and Asa
Briggs, who will speak on
"Response to Industrialization" Feb. 15 at 9 a.m.
Robert Cohen will deliver
the final speech on "Science
and the People" Feb. 15 at 2
p.m.
All three speeches will be in
UC 255-256 and free.
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here's how little you sheII out to get aroun~:
1

· $130 for Two Months of unlimited rail travel in
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland.
',
pean trains have some other advantages for you. They
take you from city center to city center, so you don't have
to hassfe airports. And the stations are helpful homes
away from home, with Pictogram.s that give you information in the universal language of signs, and dining rooms,
bookstores and other helpful facilities.
·
Now, here's the catch. You can't get your
St udent-Railpass or the regular First Class Eurailpass in
Europe-you have to get them before you leave the:country. So see your Travel Agent soon. Meanwhile, send in
the coupon for a free folder, complete with railroad map.

-----------------------------------------------------------·

STUDENJ•RAILPASS

I
I
I

DO NOT ORDER BY PHONE
Deans last Tuesday.
The proposal states:
1. Each department will
have an Advisory Committee
made up of full-time faculty.
2. This Committee will be
composed of no fewer than
three or no more than six
members.
3. The Committee will be
elected by the faculty of the
department by whatever election method they choose to
use.
4. The term of service on
these committees will be 3
years; terms will be
staggered, with approximately 1-3 replacement each year.
5. The Committee will be
advisory to the Chairman in
formulation of the department
budget and in major budget
:organization.
6. The Committee will aid
the Chairman in implementing BOR policy for tenure recommendations.

Now that you can fly to Europe for peanuts,

You shell out $130, and get a Student-Railpass.
All you need is the bread and something to show you're
a bona fide student between 14 and 25.
Our Student-Rail pass gives you all that unlimited
rail travel on the 100,000 mile railroad networks of those
13 countries. For two foot-loose months. So with low air
fares and Student-Railpass you've got Europe made.
Our Student~Railpass gets you Second Class
travel on our trains . You'll find that there's very little
second class about Second Class. Besides being comfortable, clean, fast, and absurdly punctual, the Euro-

'1
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cated that although they believed others should have the opportunity to participate in the program, they would not join an ROTC
movement on campus.
SG passed a resolution Thursday that since SG i,s .a voice for
the student body, SG should endorsera policy permitting 4 volunteer ROTC program at USF that offers opportunity to both sexes.
A copy of the legislation and the results from the Jan.' 26 referendum will be sent to Dr. Cecil Mackey, USF President, and Hartley Mellish, president of the University Senate.
~
The resolution also entailed a clause that the SG legislature
is opposed to any ROTC program on campus unless all other organizations, including those teaching revolution, are allowed to
form oi:i-campus programs.

Faculty-rating commit:tee:s .· propOsed

..
February 9,

The way to see Europe without feeling like a tourist.

" Eurailpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.
Eurailpass, Box 90, Lindenhurst, New York 11757.
Please send me your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map. □ Or your Student-Rail pass folder order form. □
-Name---,----- - ~ -----Street.---------------..:.....---=· 1!...9~2~A
____ _ ;___ __ _ _ ____ state____ __ _ ________
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5 DAYS LEFT
MORE·THAN 100
USED'
HARDBACKS
OLD EDITIONS • · •
DISCONTINUED
ADOPTIONS
OUT OF PRINT
3 BOOKS FOR $2°0

USED PAPER.BACKS.

2oc,o $1°0
(LIMITED SUPP~Yl
'J

BOOKST0RE.
'I
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~-CAGE SEASON
Not wasted despite bad record

• I

By JOHN BRILL
Oracle Sports Editor

USF ·basketball is having a
bad season, but the "things
we set out t o do are being accomplished" said Coach Don
Williams.
These "things" are maturity, game tempo , g ood shot selection, team defense and
moving the ball against the
press defense.

•

THE LAST three points
were of interest to me since
they have been a problem for
the Brahm.ans all year. Williams explained • his reasons
for listing these factors.
"The shot selection is better
than last year," but the Brahmans h ave a lower field goal
percentage this year. Wilexplained, "we are
Iiams

playing tougher defenses and
because of this (defense) the
guys lack confidence."

AS FAR as defense, Williams said, "there has been
steady progress throughout
the entire team. The players
are helping each oth~-r out
more."
The bad passes, traveling
balls
lost
and
violations,
speak for themselves. Turnovers were at their h ighe st
against Florida when the
Brahmans had 40 and have
recently been as low as six
against LSU (New Orleans).
Also the schedule is much
tougher. According to the
Brahman mentor, "this is a
third-year schedule." The reason USF is playing such a list
of top name schools is to have
a rapid --rate of player devel-

opment and increased recruiting. Williams joked, "We sure
d idn't <lo it for a winning record."
ASKED BOW t eam morale
was holding up with a 4-12
record, Williams said "excel-

lent, these are the greatest
bunch of guys to work with.
Of course. there are some depressions because they are
not used to losing."
Hand and hand with team
morale, Williams spoke of t he
tremendous support for the
Brahmans. "It must be dise-0uraging to fans who wanted
the same kind of year as last
season (19-4), but the fans
who know what it's (basketball· program) all about are
staying with us."

EVEN THE PLAYERS

are
impress-ed with the support,
So impressed, said Williams,
"they want to do something
for the fans." The Bra_hman
coach couldn't say enough
about the USF backers. "It's
hard to believe fans cheer for
you when you leave the

WILLIAMS
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SMF or Energy Conv. options majors
for positions in Analytical, Experimental & Design Eng.
Arthur Anderson CPA, B.A., M.A.,
Acctg. majors for Stall Accountants
FEBRUARY 24
American Hospital Supply, B.A., B.S.,
M.A., M.S., Bus., Sci., & lib. Arts majors for Mktg., Fine., & Tech., &
Admin. Program
Campus Date Book
Haskins & Sells CPA, B.A., M.A.,
Meeting times and places of organiza- Acctg. ma jors for positions as Staff Actions which meet regularly are posted countants
on UC Lobby Bulletin Boards.
continental can Co., B.S., I.E., E.E.,
TODAY
& M.E. majors
Administrative Luncheon, noon, CTR
FEBRUARY 25
256
Factory Mutual Engineering, B.S., All
Bridal Series, 8 p.m. , CTR 248
Eng. majors for positions as Field Eng.
THURSDAY
for work in loss prevention.
BIS Luncheon, noon, CTR 248
standard Brands, B.A., B.S., Majors
Song Festival Warmup, 4:30 p,m., In Bus. Admin .. Econ., Mkt., & Mgmt.
202
&
201
CTR 200,
for Sales Mgmt. Trainee Program.
Song Festival AuditoriUm, 6 p.m., CTR
EDUCATION
248
.
FEBRUARY 22
Afro-American Society Concert, 8
Schools, B.A., M.A.,
county
Pinellas
p,m., LAN 103.
majors.
Ed.
All
FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 23
Japan ProductlVity Center Meeting, 9
DeKalb Schools, B.A., M.A., a ll Ed.,
a.m., CTR 255 & 256
Georgia Professional T •4
wmajors
Song Festival Warmups, 6 p.m., CTR Teaching Certificate.
200, 201, & 202
Hillsborough Community C o I I e g e,
Song Festival Audilons, 6 p.m., CTR
M.A., must have 36 qtr. hrs. of grad.
252
work in subject area for Jr. College
Movie, "2001", 7:30 & 10:30 p.m., Teachers
LAN 103.
UCPC Dance, 9 p.m., CTR 248
Coffee House, 9 p.m., Empty Keg
Faculty council
Film Forum Movie, midnight, FAH
The University Senate's Faculty
101
Council will meet Feb. 14, at 2 p.m. In
SATURDAY
Education 202 C&D.
p,m.,
10:30
&
7:30
Movie, "2001",
LAN 103.
Biology seminar
Ethos Valentine Ball, 8 p.m., CTR 248
Coffee House, 9 p,m., Empty Keg
Dr. Donald Kaplan, of Fairchild Gar•
SUNDAY
den ·Research L;N>oratory, will speak on
Helpline, 6:45 p.m., CTR 200
"Comparative development and leaf
Movie, "2001", 7:30 & 10:30 p.m.,
morphology in the monocotyledons,"
LAN 103.
Feb. 11, 2 p.m. in the Engineering Au•
MONDAY
ditorlum.
Philosophy .DePt. Conf., 9 a.m., CTR

funding under Title I (Community Serv ice & Continuing Education Programs)
LAN 128" (ext. 2617) no later than noon Higher Education Act of 1965, for fiscal
Thursday for publication the following year 1973, are available" in the Center
· • for Continuing Education Offices, FAO
Wednesday.
105. Preliminary proposals are due in
Tallahassee, March· 1.

direct to "Director Student Publications

Official Notices

New 1971-72 National Zip Code Directories have arrived and are available
only for those offices that have an old
one to turn in that does not have
"FREE COPY • NOT EXCHANGEA·
BLE" stamped on the front cover. Copies must be exchanged in person and
not through the Campus mall system.
For further information contact the
Campus Post Office, ext. 2606.
Faculty and A & P: If you have not
received an order form for purchase of
academic regalia for Commencement
Exercises, June 11, 1972, please contact
the University Bookstore, CTR 102, ext.
2631.
Dance Department needs a piano ac•
companist for dance classes. APPiicants
should be able to read music as well as
play fluently. Hour's are flexible and
salary will be fixed accordingly. Con. tact Wil 11am Hug, chairman of the
Dance Department, TA~ 230, ext. 2701.
Dr. Victor Harold Vroom, a specialist
In industrial organization al CarnegieMellon University, will ,address students
and faculty of the Psychology Depart•
ment during the free hour, Feb. 11 in
SOC 145. The topic will cover his new
book. Leadership and Decision-Making,"
to be published next month.
Urban Studies Fellowship Program
1972-73 for graduate students. Guide•
lines and applications available In the
Graduate Studies Office, ADM 226, ext.
2846. Deadline is Mar. 1, 1972.
Arbican seminar - summer 1972:
Institute of International Education will
sponsor a graduate seminar in Africa
In cooperation with the University of
Ghana Institute of African Studies. For
more information contact the Graduate
Studies Office, ADM 226, ext. 2846.
Lost and Abandoned personal property (bicycles, tape player, tool box, mi~~~l~on!~ct1~i ;~rC:,S~b_w\'t bl~7i.ol~I a~
p.m. Location of sa le Security Office
corner of Maple Drive and Fletcher Av•
enue. All proceeds from the sale wi11
be placed In an appropriate fund and
be used solely for student scholarships
and loan purPOses.
Continuing education: Guidelines and
forms for proposals to be submitted for

~

i;

Sports
Schedule
TODAY
Bas ketball, USF vs. Loyola ,
away.

THURSDAY
Basketball, USF vs.
(New Orleans), away.

LSU

FRIDAY
Miamit ennis ,
Women' s
Dade North, away.
Fres hman basket ball, Chipola JC, away.

SA'TUDRAY
U SF
Miami,
Swimming,
pool, 2 p.m.
Mia mi,
t e nnis,
Women's
away.
Freshman bas ketball, Lake
City CC, away.

SUNDAY
USF Soccer Club v s. McDill,
USF s occer fie ld, 2 p.m.

TUESDAY
Bas ketba ll, USF vs. Wes t
Florida, a1wa y .
Sports Roundtabl e , L arry
Smith (pro footb all) 6 :30 p.m.
WUSF, Ch. 16.

255 & 256

Office of Academic Affairs Luncheon,
noon, CTR 252 E
Focus Debate, 7:30 P.m., CTR 248
WEDNESDAY, FEB 16
Housekeeping Institute, 8 a.m., CTR
252 & 251
College of Education Luncheon, noon,

Organic garden club
The Sunshine Organic Gardening Club

will meet Feb. 14 al 7:30 p.m. in the
Episcopal University Center. Everyone
who is interested in learning the Organ•
ic way of gardenfng Is Invited to at•
tend. Offic~rs for this year will be
elected al this meeting. Please bring
your plants for exchange and materials
·
for recycling.

Endurance deadline
The deadline for students to apply for
Qtr. 3 entrance to USF is Feb. 29. Stu•
dents cleared by the Admissions Office
wi II register on March 27 and 28. Con•
tinuing students will be 1llowed to pre•
register Feb. 28 to March 3, by IP·
pointment only.

Service engineers
The Service Engineering Associates of
Atlanta will conduct 1n lnslllute In
Housekeeping Management ind Supervi•
sion at USF, Feb. 16-18 In the UC. II is
designed for persons from industrv,
hospitals, banks, schOols and commer•
cial concerns who are interested In
housekeeping management, supervision
and sanitation.
The registration fee Is SlOO for one
person from a firm and S90 each for
two or more persons from the same
firm. Enrollment information is avail·
able from USF's Center for Continuing
Education.

Operation Easter

For additional information or trans•
po~lalion of goods call, Roger Storr,
971-5725; Earl Moore, 251-:Ul2; or Joe
Mattox, 9n •774J.

Co-Op Education

FOR

TODAY,FEB.8

HEALTH

Career Planning Session for students
interested in co-op assignments Quarters Ill and IV, 2 p,m., soc 127.
MONDAY, FEB14
Co-op Student Advisory Council meet•
ing. FAO 100N 2 p.m. All CO·OP stu•
dents invited to attend.
Some openings for Quarter 111 and IV
are as follows:
Special Education: The Devereux
.Foundation, Devon, Pa., MacDonald
Trai ning Center, Tampa.
Early Childhood Education: Day Ca re
Center, Tampa.
All education majors: Office of Edu•
cation, Wash., D.C..
All engineering majors: Many POSltions ava ilable In all areas.
Chemistry: Jim Walter Research Corporaiion, St. Petersburg, Food & Drug
Adm., Wash., D.C.
Speech Pathology & 'Auditology: Volu•
sia Easter Seal Cenrer, Daytona Beach,
Sunland Training Center, Ft. Myers.
Microbiologist: Food & Drug Adm.,
Wash., D.C.
The Following Are special co-op posi•
tions for black students Q. 111.
Business Adm. Tampa, Washington,

Formerly Kween Kleen. Laundry at the University Plaza is now
·
·under New Management.

D.C.

Accounting: J acksonville, Tampa.
Political Science: Washington, D.C.
Sociology: Washington, D.C.
For these specia l openings, contact
Andrew Minor, FAO 126.

Career Planning
And Placement
The following organizations will be in-

terviewing on campus. Check with Ca•

reer Planning and Placement, ULI 518,

ext. 2295 (or call 2200 for tape-recorded

schedule) for interview locations, to
schedule appointments or for further in•
formation.
FEBRUARY 21 J
First Nationa l Bank at Orlando, B.A.,

M.A., Fine., Econ.. & Acctg. ma jors.
FEBRUARY 22

Kurt Salmon Associates, B.S., M.S.,
I. E., I.M., & BMA Cw-Tech. undergrad.
degree) fo r Mgmt. Consultants.
Aetna Lile & casually Co.
FEB RUARY 23

Prall & Whitney Aircraft, B.S .. M.S.,

Mullet
Mackerel
Kingfish
Grouper

Redfish
Bluefi sh

~ ~:!:;:::';;? Usually av.iiiable for
less than

$1210*
~

:- ~
.._
d
bblended in a bea utiful cer a mic
II~
ow1of world-famous Haeger Potter y. Or er
a LoveBundle earl y s o that it can work its mag ic
~
~
'~•• -~
all week. You can send o n e almost a nywhere b y
s imply c ontac ting y o u r nearby FTD Florist. (Hint! He
can send ca ndy with your flower s , t oo.)
But s t a rt plotting now. V alentine's Day is M o nday.

The FTD LoveBundle~

*As .in independenl businessman, each FTD Membu Florist sets his own prices.
.
©1972 Florists' Transworld Delive ry Associalion.
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As a Paulist he
ma-y counsel a runaway youth, listen to
the problems of a
senior citizen, or-·
ganize a Home
Mass or conduct[
a forum on nar:·
cotics, Because Paulists have always be~n pioneers in communications, he may communicate
through the printed word or
through mass media such as
radio, films or television.
Whatever tool he chooses, the
Paulist gets his "message"
through.
Can you think of any other
life that will provide more inner
satisfaction for you?

.We invite USF students & faculty to come in and let our staff
serve you. We offer USF students FREE SOAP to do their
laundry, Mon. thru Fri. each week.
We will .have an attendant on duty every day from 8 a.m. to
10:30 p.m. to.help you with your needs.
Economy dry cleaning - 8 lbs. iust $3°0 Profession~I dry cleaning at reasonable rates. Wash, dry, and fold - iust 15c lb.
STOP IN AT EITHER OF OUR LOCATIONS:

For more information about
tlie Paulist priesthood write to:

'R ev: Donald C. Campbell,
C.S,P.,Vocatlon Director, Room

~fothels.

MAYFIELD'S KOIN·KLEEN
(NEXT TO EXCHANGE B~NK O~ TEMPLE TERRACE)

988-9790
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y.10019

MAYFIELD'S KWEEN KLEEN
UNIVERSITY PLAZA

Trout

Snapper

Shrimp
Clams
Maine lobster
Oysters

Smoked fish from our smokehouse

GULF BREEZE FISH MARKET
2309 Nebraska Ave.
(Next to Big Rock Health Foods)

'

We don't sell
waterbeds ...
We don't sell posters .. .
We're not a headshop...

But we've got the
best darn threads
in townl
Send h er the FTD Love Bundle.
T his b ig, brig ht bouque t o f
fres hly-c ut flowe r s arid V a le n tine trimmings is imaginative ly

I

a complete protein food
no putrefaction process (as in meat)
no dangerous hormone & toxic chemical additive
(in meat & poultry)
mercury level unchanged in 2000 years

Put h er unde r your s p ell.

" '
.,

·MAYF.IELD'S KWEEN ·. K.LEEN
·LAUNDRY
.AND DRY ·cLEANt'NG

Finding a job
that gives you
satisfaction isn't
easy today. Not in
a world as confusing and complex as ours.

The Sphinx Club of Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity is sponsoring Operation Eas•
ter Basket, designed to give destitute
families in the Tampa Bay area Easter
baskets af food, clothing and useful
household items.
Goods can be left at Student Organl•
zations in the UC and the Tampa
Urban · League in T1mp1 Plrk Plaia.

• For men and yo unger men.

,,

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

HAVE YOU GIVEN
MUCH THOUGHT TO
.W HAT YOU'LL
-BE DOING
TOMORROW?

·FRESfl FISH

CTR 248 N
Bridal Series, a p.m., CTR 248

"

t

Williams . summed up this
conversation and the season,
"mistakes stand out when y ou
lose, but are easy to overlook
when you win ."

ButthePaulist finds a frequent joy in his
own way of life
and values that are
lasting.

Bulletin Board notices should be sent

,•

court."

IDA
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLOR~

FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS
THEATRE -AUDITORIUM
FRI., FEBRUARY 11

SAT., -FEBRUARY -12

8:30 P.M.

REMAC

GENERAL ADMISSION: $3.00 -

wear it's otl

Theatre Box Office: 974-2323

TERRACE PLAZA - TEMPLE TERRACE
512 FRANKLIN STREET
BRITTON PLAZA

•

U.S.F. Full-time students $1.50

(Weekdays 1:15 - 4:30 p.m. and 1 hour prior to each pert.)

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

!

·1

~

or.acle sports Writer

. Getting prepared
... to make a spJash are the USF and FSU
swimmers a:t the start of another grueling

race at the USF natat.orium.
Ora·cle Photo by Steve Sodikoff

An outnumbered Brahman
swimming team lost by one
event to FSU 60-53 in a neckto-neck battle Saturday afternoon in the USF natatorium.
Both teams had 53 points
going into the last event, the
400-yard freestyle relay. The
USF team of Dean Hardy,
Jolin Woodward, Ricke Morehead and Mike Sheffield came
.in at 3:18.1, less than tw.o seconds after the first FSU team
and eight seconds before the
last one. It was here FSU won
the meet.
'
" ... Down to the last
event ·again. I don't have. the
depth to finish," Coach Bob
Grindey said.
No Brahmans entered the
first event · of the day, the
400-yard medley relay. •
"We had to .shoot for the
events we felt we could win
and we didn't feel we could
win that one," Grindey said.
· "'We had nine swimmers
against their twenty seven.
We had to conserve every one·
of our boys .
"I think we did good. ·The
best' we've done. I don't think
we could have done better."
Dean Hardy and Joe Lewk_o-

f.reshman roundballers finish third
Edison ClassiC at Ft Myers
The USF freshman basketball team split two games last
weekend, good enough for a
third place finish in the Edison Classic.
The Classic was a high scor-

ing tournament with the century mark topped in all four
contest.
ON FRIDAY, the Baby
Brahmans were stung 116-81 by
the Georgia Tech Yellow

Intramural swimmers and

Jackets, who placed six men
in double figures.
The Brahmans, led by Bill
Bonner and James Shoff,
placed four players in double
figures. Bonner bombed the
nets for 24 points and Shoff hit
for 21. The other Brahmans in
double figures were Glenn DuPont with 16 and Phil Hammersl~y with 14.
USF scored only 24 points in
the first half to Tech's 58. The
Yellow Jackets outscored the
Brahmans by only one point
• the seond half, 58-57.
m

Brahmans were once again
led by Bonner, who ripped the
cords for 36 points, and Shoff,
who scored 21 points for the
second night in a row.
Other double-figure Brahmans were Hammersley, Paul
Parinello, Rick Chaplin and
Rick Hertel.

ALTHOUGH the Brahmans
finished third in the four-team
tourney, they brought home
some honors. Bonner was selected to the all-tournament
USF Intramurals (IM's) will non participating "qualified"
hold swimming and diving official who should be at the
team and was the high-point
meets tomorrow and Friday pool by 4. p.m. or the team
man for the tourney with 60
wi]J forfeit.
SATURDAY, USF swamped points. Shoff won the Classic's
at 4 =15 in th~ natatorium.
Events will include 150-yard the Air Force Eagles from sportsman trophy.
Th1's coordinator Nelson individual freestyl"e, 50-yard Avon ·Park, 118-56. The Avon
In the finals of the tourna:Sutler expects 300-400 .stu- freestyle, 100-yard individual Park team, a substitute for ment, the Yellow J ackets
dents participating from the backstroke, 50-yard individual the Jacksonville freshman, whipped host Edison 120-65.
three divisions: residential, butterfly, 100-yard individual also lost to host Edison 146-73.
The Baby Brahmans will hit
fraternal and independent. ·
breaststroke,· 200 yard·freestyle
USF jumped out to a 57-14 · the road Friday and Saturday
- -~'I'lie r~ idential ·1eague ... fo:"" · rela-y, , and~ 200-yw_d _medley · halftime lead · and placed six .,.. to play Chipola JC-at Marian·cludes .dorm residents ; frater- · relay.
- •
men in double figures. The na and Lake City CC.
- _- _- -- ..
- - -- ---=-----------=-- - - nal for fraternities; · indepen- ::,:,:,:,:,-:_:_:_~-:.,-_-_-_-..;.-:-_

divers open two-day meet

dent for commuters.
TEAMS MAY ·M
·enter two
participan't s in ~very event
except the relays, where they
can only enter 0ne:
Individuals _can take part .in
no · mor~ than : thr~e events.
Each team must provide a

Karafe
starts

cfub

··

R.HIDEOUT

. "I don't think we
could have swam bet-·

ter."
Coach Bob Gr·indey
wicz swam the 40 laps for
USF in the 1000 yard freestyle. Hardy beating the nearest FSU competitor by 30
seconds. His time w a s
10:30.05; Lewkowicz's 10:39.1.
· USF also . outscored the
Seminoles in the next event,
the 200-yard freestyle, with
Woodward corning in first at
1:52.6 and George Keenan
third with 1:52.8. Seminole
John Barncastle was sandwiched in second at 1 :52.68.
The Brahmans were now
leading 14-11, but in the 50
yard free-style Sheffield came
in third at 23.3, more than a
second after winning Seminole
Jerry Stevens' 22.3 and Mark
Middleton's second placing at
·22.39.

-:..

..

""

:_

\

I

., ·:Ju~ith Szen•tivanyi,

ADELPHI

In the 200-yard individual
medley Morehead came in
first and .Fred Fritz third.
USF had lost the lead and
FSU kept it through the rest
of the swimming events. In
three meter diving, USF's
Randy ·cole totaled 240.45
points to beat FSU's Larry
Shoeman to set the stage for
the last event.

SCORPIO RISING
·a

•
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TOugh l_oss for USF tankers
By BENJAMIN WAKSMAN

,

Tutoring School
Offers:-private tutoring
in all subjects at
all levels. LANGUAGES TOO!
501 S. Dale Mabry
Ph. 879-2581 & 879-3521

M.D.'

.

Announ, .. the opening ·ot her oltict for the
treatment of 1kin di1101t1.

University Profe$$ional Bldg.
10549 N. Florida Ave.
Tampa Phone 933-2475

YOU TO, CAN ENJOY THE .HIGHEST

STANDARD of Q-UALITY
..
COUNT ON SPOTLESS TO
-

*

DELIVER THE BEST
CRAFTSMANSHIP .AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES

Samtone
C:trtj/iidiJa•lfr TltydtoMr

LOCATIONS:
8914-56th St., TEMPLE TERRACE
AND

1 HR. CLEANING
AT OUR UNIVERSITY PLAZA PLANT

fi1m-by

KENNETH ANGER
Feb. 11th - FAH 101
Midnight and 12:50 a.m.

Admission 25c
Sponsored b y:

FILM FORUM

.
ASPORTS CAR
YOU CAN AFFORD WHILE YOU'RE STILL
YOUNG ENOUGH TO ENJOY .IT.
The Fiat 850 Spider is 6,500 rpm. It has disc brakes
the lowest priced true sports in front and indep~n,dent
·
car on the market. It lists suspension all round,
And, for many people,
from $0,000.
-Th e red line on its · it's the best-looking sports
engine· is all the way up at car under $10,0QO.

-~
~undli
ove

Finest, freshest flowers
professionally arranged
in a re-usable, satinwhite ceramic container.·
Available only from your
rrD Florist.Just Stop
in.

Show Love

With Flowers.

IIIIDU

KNAPP'S
PLATT STREET
'
FLORIST
208 W. PLATT ST.

The biggest selling car in Europe.
overseas delivery arranged through your dealer.

J ••

GARY MERRILL IMPORT MOTORS ·
5804 N. DALE MABRY

ANNIVERSARY

SALE

(YOUR 'HIDEOUT)
U.S. 41 .(NEBRASKA· AVE.)
ONE BLOCK ~ORTH OF
S.R. 597 (DALE MABRY)
IN PASCO COUNTY. BEER
AND WINE TO GO ON
SUNDAY AND UNTIL 2:00
A.M . 'EVERY DAY.

THIS AD GOOD
FORI FREE
DRAFT.

work

The USF ~ar'ate Clµ~ has
started wor-kouts. The club is
open to students, staff and faculty.
The workout times are:
Beginners - Tuesday and
Thursday- 6-7 p.m.
Intermediate - Monday and
Weqnesday - 8-9:30 p.rri. and
Tuesday and Thursday - 7-8
p.m.

For a delicious meal in seconds ...
a satisfying snack any .time...
Burger Kingi is the best part of the day
at

Advanced - Friday - 8-9 :30
p.rn. and Saturday - 10 a.m.noon.
All workouts ar e held in the
Dane~ Room (GYM), 005.

Theatre USF presents

~(?Jal~
{iarlleq
New Curtain Ti-me 8:00
February.1°6·-· 19
.&
._February 22 - 26
.

.

. Centre Stage (TAR)
Ticke ts: $1 and $2
TAT Box Office:
974-2323

8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8 :00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA .
~

9URGER

Try one of these restaurants and see:

KING
~

®

·-----------------------~--------------,
ANNIVERSARY SALE SPECIAL .

l

Whopper, Fries, Coke • ~ •·•· ••••••••• : ·••.••.••.• Regular 9·9c + Tax
Through February 13 •.•••.•••.•••..••.•.•.. Sale Price 79c + Tax
Pres e nt This Coupon At Eith e r Of The Two Northside Stores

11210 N. 30th ST.

2601 E. Hillsboro Ave.
11 :00 A.M. - 11 P.M. (l 2 MIDNITE, FR.I. & SAT.)

I
I

.I
I
I
I

I
I

I

________________________________________ ...II
10:30 A.M. - l2 MIDNITE

;.

..
I

•'
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MONOGRAMS
Needlepoint Yarn' & Bags

THEATRE USF

"KINGCOME'S" TRIMMINGS
Ph. 93S-8168

,.

11615 Florida Ave. at Fowler

Ex/Jerience through learning
.

By CHRIS SANSON
oracle Staff

Writer

Primarily designed to .provide broad and thorough train• ing to the Theatre Arts major, Theatre USF offers "experience through learning."
The program includes the presentation of three major
productions, the experimental theatre, and courses in acting,
directing and modern theatre practice.

OF THE THREE major productions, one is directed and
; designed by· students, the student honors production, which is

tusF Theatref
a project for graduating seniors, and part of their curriculum.
"The student submits a project outline. In it he specifies

A NATIVE of Canada,
Massie traveled to England to
attend the Central School of
Speech and Drama in London.
After two years in the British
Army, he was contracted by
M.G.M. and cast by the late
Anthony Asquith in the film

MASSIE
Orders to Kill. The British
entry in the Cannes Film Festival for that year (1959), the

(:halk Garden to o·pen
•
:theatre season here
By CHRIS SANSON
Oracle Staff Writer

Theatre USF will open the
1972 season with the presentation of Enid Bagnold's Chalk
Garden.
The British comedy, first
produced in New York in 1957,
deals with a three generation
conflict between m o t h e r,
aaughter and granddaughter.
· The struggle for possession
of the granddaughter results

Feb. 1s-1,
22-26
111 ______________ Mar. 2- 4

The Chalk Garden - - --•

Richard

Lion In Winter __________ Mar.

9·11

6- 8

.
through the agency of a cata~yst, Miss Madrigal, the governess with a mysterious
:past.

CHALK GARDEN is direct-

ed by Jack Belt and designed
by Russell Whaley.
The second production of
the season will be Richard m.
Featured in the title role of
the Shakespearean tragedy is
Paul Massie, international
stage and screen actor. The
play is directed by Peter B.
O'Sullivan and designed by
William A. Lorenzen.
James Goldman's 'Lion in
Winter will close the season.
The story of Henry II of England, Eleanor of Aquitaine
and their three ambitious
sons, is a student honors production. It is directed by Russell Glidden and designed by
Sam Bagrella.
All performances will be on
Centre Stage except for Richard m which will be presented on the TAT Main Stage.
Admission is $1.00 for students and $2.00 for general
public.

Musicians return
fo-r free concert
By ELLIE SOMMER
Oracle Staff Writer

A group of Tampa's native
;musicians, who have found
-their places in the entertain_:kent world, will return in
:concert tomorrow at the Fort
·Homer Hesterly Armory, 8

•;;_p.m.

~ Playing and r e c· o r d i n g

:throughout the country these
-musicians, whose talent origi:nated in local coffee houses,
:bars and living rooms , will
•come together in an explosion
;of country-blues music.

chael Plunkett, the organization hopes to unite the socialactivist groups in the TampaSt. Petersburg area.
According to Ben Brown,
USF graduate student and coordinator of the concert, the
country-blues-rock sound will
be an "evening of really good
music."

film was Massie's first, and
he won an Academy Award
for his performance in it.
Subsequently, he was cast
in his first professional stage
role and made his first television appearance, a series of
"firsts" which led into what
Massie now calls "too much,
too soon:" an eleven-year
stretch of film, stage and television appearances.
Five years in North America, included seasons with the
Festival Theatre, Stratford
Ontario, the American Theatre Academy, the Washington
Arena Theatre and Ford's
Theatre.
IN SIXTEEN years of acting, Massie had run the
gamut from stage to radio,
from tragedy to comedy, from
Shakespeare to Tennessee
Williams.
Through the American Nap.onal Theatre Association,
USF first contacted Massie to
Serve as guest star in the
Theatre USF production of
Moliere's Tartuffe, in 1965. He
was invited back, in the same
capacity, for the 1968 production of School for Scandal.

1

r

kl-...

HEADED BY a ttorney . Mi-

.In addition, Theatre USF has summer productions. Last
year the company toured West Side Story for five weeks.
They visited St. Petersburg, Orlando, Fort Lauderdale and
Sarasota.

FUNDS FOR the productions are appropriated by Student
Activities, although the box office revenue helps defray the
· costs.

PLAN NOW
With
American Overseas Travel
ADM. 102 Ph. 974-269S

Your On Campus.
Travel Agency

Experimental Theatre
Experimental Theatre presentations are classroom projects directed by students and supervised by an instructor.
These are present ed every Friday at 2 p.m. free of charge.

IAMERICAN EXPRESS I
Representative

J

Lurz PAINT
&

BODY SHOP
Tha t's the price you pay now that the
ta x a nd.money si tuation is back to normal.
That's the price you pay for a rea rmounted, air-cooled engine that's anti- .
water and anti -a ntifreeze.
That's the p rice you pay for a car th at
won't le t you assemble much of a glass, silverware, or g re en stamp collection from
you r local gas station.
That's the price you pay for 9,160 inspec to rs that stand behind it (and under it, and
inside it, and t hrougho ut it) to make sure
it's fine.
That's the price yo u pay for 4 free diag nosis check-ups and one free maintenqnce
to make sure it stays fi ne.
That's the price yo u pay for the longest
warrantyt in the au tomobi le industry (with
the _e xception of Rolls-Royce).
That's the price you pay for one of _th e
highest resa le values in the automo bile
industry (like the Cadi llocl.
That's the price you pay fo r our 24 years
of perfecting a nd improving one singl e
model {with the exception of nobody).

"Before," Massie says of
his previous visits to USF, "I
never had any formal teaching duties. Still, I found the
experiences here exhilarating."

SINCE THE fall quarter, he
has been here as artistin-residence, and his duties in-

,r

AIRLINE • CRUISE • TOURS

"HERE THE students have a chance to direct. The plays
elude instructing advanced
are rehearsed for two weeks prior to the performance, which
classes in acting and directmeans there are two plays in rehearsal at a time," Belt said.
ing, as well as participating in
In addition Theatre USF every year brings a guest artist,
the Theatre's production of
"sometimes to do a show others as an artist in residence."
Richard m.
British theatre and motion picture star Paul Massie is
He is pleased with_ the opthis year's guest. Massie, who will be starring in Richard III,
portunity to teach, to "share is teaching advanced acting and directing courses.
my experiences," as he puts
The theatre also services the music and dance departments by building the scenery and operating the lights for
it. And he conducts his classes
their performances.
in simulation of real life: he
J:ielieves discipline is "not
only necessary to succeed, but
necessary to truly enjoy acting to the fullest.
"Acting is a very painful
process," says this nian who
loves the profession, "and it
gets more painful as the years
go by. .Possibly because
you're digging deeper all the
time and divulging more of
yourself."

907 EAST 129th
AVE.

It's For You

The Lunch
of a Life Time
-Every Thursday
at the

"See And Te51 Drive The Fall Li ne of 1972

Volbwagens Now an Dis play At:"

BIRDSONG MOTORS, INC.

11 :30 to 1:30
Only 50c. Questions?

*vo LKSWAG (N sco.-. N 1 B SUGGCSftO Rt1A ll. f' RICC-.

DtTIO N,. L. t0YOLKSWAG[N

o,

AM ERICA, INC.

,.o.c., LOCAL. TAXU

@)
Aj THORIZ£0
O EAL( R

11222 NORTH FLORIDA AVE.
TAMPA

Baptist Student Center

ANO OTH£11l OLlLCR CHAIU)U, , ,, AftfV, AD•

•

t1r AN OWN[llt MAINTAIN S AN O S( RVICCS H ts \l[ H1Ct.t IH ACCO llOANC[ WITH TM[ VOUtl WA GEN NAINTEHANC C SCHt.Out.r.

ANY FACTORY P'ART FOU ND TO a t

O£FECTIVC I N HAlER IAL O l'f WORKMAN$ H lfl WITHI N 2 • MO NTHS O R u , o i,o Mtt..U ,
WH ICHtY [ II CO MES , 111 sT, WILL I E AEPAIIU O Oil llEflV.C EO I Y AN'I' u.1 . O R CANAOIMI VOLKSW,.C.EH O[AL.fft. ANO T HI$

Call 988-6487

WI LL

• c OOH£

f.lltC

o, CHoc ,.

FILM ART SERIES

~ RETURNING FROM as far
•away as New York City, mu:sicians like Henry Paul, a for:mer USF student, will pay
· tribute to the community
~which first harbored their
;.music.
: Paul, now a country-folk
-singer in New York will per:form with a six-piece band,
'including a "fiddle" and saxo:phone.
·
• Michael Baldwin, a former
:usF student and campus
:"poet," will join Richad Leps,
"an acoustic violinist, to pro:duce a foot-tapping country:blues-sound.

• REMEMBERED FOR his
:performances at the Empty
':Keg, Milton Carrol will bring
•his acoustic guitar a nd "Fred
'. Niel" sound to the free con:cert.
• Frank Micaro, also on
.-acoustic guitar, will solo for a
:'half hour set. Micaro is not
•originally from Tampa.
~ Sponsored by the newly
,formed Community Workshop,
:the evening of acoustically· oriented music will be preced. ·ed by a brief discussion of the
Workshop's goals toward com; : munity interaction.

Projects range from a single individual's performance to
a full cast show.

"I feel the productions are a part of our educational program and I think the state should pay for them," Belt said.
" I don't tbink it's fair for the students to have to pay twice
for student activities funds, and later for admission."

Alter 20 years alliance
theatre /if e to Massie
Theatre is a vital part in
the lives of most actors. But
to Paul Ma s s i e, artistin-residence for USF, theatre
is life.
"She takes a whole life," he
puts it simply, speaking of it
as a dear, old friend. And
after 20 years of close alliance, the British Academy
Award winner can well speak
of it in those terms.

EUROPE ''72''

what he intends to do with the play, casting, designing, etc."
Jack Belt chairman of the department said.

EMPIRE 90EEX
Elliptical Style $24.95
HARMAN KARDON MOD. 230
Receiver, # 15995

"THE MOST SIGNIFICANT JAPANESE FILM OF THE PAST DECADE"
N.Y. Times

GARRARD 40 B & BASE $49.95

GOODMAN E 10 SPEAKERS
$19.95 EACH

ONE SHOWING ONLY
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 1_4, 10:00 P.M. LAN 103

MAURICE STEREO CENTER, INC.
AUDIO SPECIAUSTS

ADVANCE TICKET SA LE 1:-15-4:30, THEATRE BOX OFFICE MONDAY.
FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS

I

Taylor, danC:er with philosophy
to be a kind of food for the
eye."

Mailer falls short

ter and Philharmonic Hall
and have been hosted by some
200 colleges- and communities.

.

APOCAL.YPSE
'

COFFEE HOUSE
Presents

Mike Williams

\

Prize , winning composer
I

to conduct concert here
THE ENSEMBLE, under
Charles Wuorinen, Pulitzer
prize winning composer, will the direction of Spencer Lockconduct a concert ot his own wood, will perform Salve Reworks here Saturday.
gina: John Bull, a compo&iHis compositions include tion d e a I i n g with the
symphonies, choral and vocal transcription of a work by
music, opera, solo instrumen- John Bull.
The highlight of the evening
tals and chamber works. He
is also known for his tape and , will be Wuorinen's perforelectronic m1;1sic, among them mance as piano accompanist
Times Encomium, his prize- for soprano E l i z a b e t h
Wrancher.
winning composition.
Wuorinen has received nuTwo University ensembles
will join Wuorinen in the per- merous grants and awards
fdrmance. The New Music en- and has been · honored by the
semble will present Ringing . American Academy of Arts
'
Changes and Composition for and Letters.
The concert will be in the
Violin and Ten Instruments,
featuring s9lo violinist Ed- Fine Arts Auditorium at 8:30
p.m. Admission is free.
ward Preodor.

Activities

'til

11, 12

12:00

with
Whispering
Palm Trees

SELL YOUR
,BOOKS!
I

I,

.

I

.

·Terry Anderson

·· and
Chri$1opher
Horrell

.
,

FOR YOUR HEAD

.,

and children, employing only
three known actors, ,Harry
Yulin, Rip Torn, and Ultra Violet. ·

Classified Ad

BOOKSHOP

·t Review

t

9:00

Feb.

With An Oracle

'Maidstone' · doesn't r~ck viewers
, assassinate the arrogant hopeful, Kingsley himself, nearby,
oracle Staff Writer
'·
casts a film portraying an
MAIDSTONE is an abor- all-maje brothel.
tion.
The two films, Kingsley's
To avoid clinical misunder- and Mailer's, i n t e r s e c t
standings, this Norman Mail- throughout MAIDSTONE with
er film, presented by the Film liquidity. But the control cruArts Series last weekend, can cial to the maintenance· of a
by no means be branded ster- high level of intensity is defiile i3-t its outset. 1
cient:
· Y' The quality of the film
itself is unnecessarily poor,
detracting greatly from its
overall outlook.
Y' Mailer's e d i t in g of
MAIDSTONE lacks inventiveness in some instances, and
_ drills with ineffective mono•
ON THE contrary, Mailer's tony in others.
Y' The' vi s u a I imagery
artistic intentions coupled
with the "structured, not , which could have been a founscripted" (as he calls it) nar- dation for MAIDSTONE is
rative plane of MAIDSTONE treated as incidental and dehave embryonic possibilities veloped poorly.
whic,h are not to be denied.
MAIDSTONE, however, as
Mail!;'!r presents through an entity cannot be called imMAIDSTONE a b i z ar r e, potent. Rather, it is a fertile
loosely-formated commentary 1={ffrt which suffers from
<_:m the presidential campaign teqtmical stumbling blocks.
of movie director Norman T.
The cast of MAIDSTONE is
Kingsley, played by Mailer. speckled with Mailer's cohorts
While body guards conspire to and acquaintances, ex-wives

Feb. 10 - Free dance demonstration.
8:30 p.m. TAT.
.
Feb. 11 - Free open rehearsal. 4 p.m .
TAT. First perfor mance 8:30 p.m.
TAT.
Feb. 12 - Second Performance. 8:30
p.m. TAT.

-

..

BY, LISA SMITH

In its return appearance at
USF, the Company will give a
dance demonstration, master
class and two performances.
Tickets are $1.50 for full-time
students and $3.00 general admission, and they may be purchased at the Theatre Box
Office 1 :15-4·:30 p.m. weekdays.

1

dance performances and choreography of the past . 14
Orocle Activities Editor
•
years.
With this• philosophy, Paul
"I would like to make it
SCHEDULED . TO perform
clear from the start that these Taylor has be€n "feeding"
dances are primarily meant some of the finest modern in the Theatre Friday and
Saturday nights, the Paul
Taylor Dance Company will
be appearing for the second
time at USF. Its first appearance 4 years ago closed with
,, six curtain calls.
Seventeen foreign tours and
, nine Broadway seasons hp,ve
established the C o m p a n y
among the highest ranking in
the ·nation and abroad. Personal accomplishments like
having instructed the Royal
Dan.ish Ballet and having• choreagraphed a dance especially
for Rudolf Nureyev, have
placed Taylor in a category
all by himself.
"Taylor is a giant among
'. modern d a n c e choreographers," Time Magazine has
said of him. And indeed he
seems to have a· capacity for
growing in stature over the
years.
The r e c i p i e n t of the
Guggenheim Fellowship for
Choreography in 1961 and
again in 1966, ·Taylor has also
received similar honors in
Paris, London , and Santiago,
Chile.
OFfEN CALLED "goodwill ambassadors," the com. pany of ten dancers, including
· T,aylor, has r e p r e s e n t e d
American dance in Arts Festivals at Edinburgh, Vienna,
Paris, Baalbek, Spoleto, Ath- ·
ens and Holland, among othBettie D~Jong and Paul Taylor
ers.
Across . the United State·s,
••• i1_i a scene from Thl'ee Epitaphs
they have performed at the
Billy Rose Theatre, City CenBy MARIA GARCIA
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A GROWING SELECTION
OF MAGAZINES & PAPERBACK BOOKS

literature -

behavioral sci?n~es - easter~ religif?~S

art ,_ poetry Finest, freshest flowers
professionally arra,nged
in a re-usable, satin. white ceramic container.
Available only from your
FTD Florist. Just stop
in or give us a call. We
can send our "LoveB undle" almost anywhere in the country.

s12.s·0

\.

•

Larson Williams
Florist ·
2801 Florida Ave.

Company, TA7' 8:30 p.m. Admission
FEB. 9
full -time student $1.50. General admisStudent Lithography Show. Thru Feb.
sion $3.00.
11.' CTR 108. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. UC
FEB.
12
Bridge Lessons. CTR 251. Beginners 2
UC
Weekend Movie. 2001. l.AN 103.
p.m. Intermediates -3 p.m. UC Bridal
7:30
10 P.m. Admission 50 cents With
Serles. Silver, Crystal, and China.
I.D. Apocalypse Coffee House. Mike
CTR Ballroom. 8 p.m. Band Twilight
V'/llllams. Empty Keg. 9 p.m.•1 a.m.
Concert. Argos Center . 5:30 p.m. ,
Admission 75 cents with 1.0.' Paul
Speech Dept. Reader's Theatre. Song
Taylor Dance Company, TAT. 8:30
of Sh ulamite. LAN 103. 2 p.m. Admis•
p.m. Admiss ion ful l-time student s
sion free.
$1.50. General a d m i s s i o n- s3.00.
FEB. 10
Charles Wuorinen Concert., FAH 101.
UC Song Fest auditions. CTR Ballroom.
8:30 P.m.
6
P.m.-midnite.
Faculty
Reci tal.
FE B. 13
Thomas Woodhams, bassoon. FAH
UC Weekend Movie. 2001 LAN 103. 7:30,
101. 8:30 p.m.
10 P,m . Admission 50 cents with LD.
FEB. 11
,
Faculty Reclta l. Frederick Black,
UC Song Fest auditions. CTR Ba l lrocm.
_voice. FAH 101 . 8:30 P.m.
6 P,m.-midnile. UC Weekend Movie
FEB. 14
200_1 LAN 103. 7:30, 10 p.m. Admlssiorr
Film Ari Serl es. Woman In The Dunes
50 cents with I.D. Apoca lypse Coffee
LAN 103 9:30 P.m. Admission 50
House. Mike Wil liams-Empty Keg. 9
cent s. USF Student Sculpture Show.
p.m.-10 p.m. Adm issi on 75 cents with
Thru Feb. 11. CTR 108. 10 a.m.-5
p.m.
I. D. UC Band Dance Uni ques CTR
FEB. 15
Ball room. 9-12 p.m. Admission 50
1
Band Concerl. TAT. 8:30 p.m.
cents with I I.D. Paul Taylor Dance

,\, DRESSES
* JEANS' ~

SKINNY RIBS
* BIKINIS

I .

G9RDON'S

932-4030
ABA merr,ber

1'1.S\i.A.,

S-t. P£:t£~s&i~

TA.."1..~~

plenty of free parking
9 am to 9pm
11 to 6 ·sun.

Mll? JANES
C!rSN:{ru...

\JESt-.sHo~e, P.{f);r_fl.

cookbooks

-2702 busch

LON~ DRESSES

'1'

natural sc iences -

G_E_IE-SlS ·
IIIW-Jtn@ilT-FllMI-

'VJ EWELERS

HEALTH & ORGANIC FOODS
ANNOUNCES:-

ORGANIC BLOWN RICE ..•••.••••••• 35c lb.
ORGANIC SOY BEANS •••••••••••• ; • 25c lb.
WHEAT & RYE FLAKES •.•••..•••.••• 25c lb.
PINTO ·BEANS •••••••••••••••••••• 29c lb~
ROLLED .OATS •••••.••••••••••••• .•• -2S c lb.
WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR ••• ,••••••••••• 25c lb,
• EREl'4HON OF BOSTON
• MACRO~BIOTIC FOODS INCLUDING: Tamari, Organic
S,paghetti, Nori, Hijiki, Mu & . Ginseng
.
\

SUGGESTED FOR MATURE AUDI ENCES

COMING

This Is Not A Sale, These Are Daily Prices
_We Also Carry Vitamins & Organic V.egetables

12 .NEW S.HORT FILMS

12303 NEBRASKA AVE.
Ph. 971 -0586
Owned & Operated By USF Students

Feb. J8-20

FILM ART SERIES

Florida Center For The Arts
l

:i
t

.

\
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INCOME TAX

fUSF hostS regional meet

I

Dr. James Parrish, a chairman of the USF English department, is conference director.
. Speakers at the first such
regional conference at Northw.estern University in November developed the thesis that
English departments must be-

6100 NEBRASKA AVE.
239-117 3

TAX SPECIALISTS - ,COMPLETE PRIVACY

Study and the ·English Department" at 8 p.m. Feb. 10; Dr.
Richard Green, chairman of
the University of Florida English department, on "The Politics of Educational C/lange"
at 9 a.m. Feb. 11; Dr. Max
Kaplan, director of USF's Institute for Leisure Studies, on
"A New Language for the
New Leisure" at l:30 p.m.
Feb. 11 ; and Dr. Wallace
Douglas, director of Northwestern University's Curriculum Center in English, on
"The Necessity for a New Deof_English" at 9 a.m.
finition
meeting
Photo club
_
Feb.12.
"The Photo Club · Will meet Feb. 9, 2
p.m. In the University Center (UC).
Other participants include
Mr. Bishop, from the Mass communica•
tions Dept., will speak an Macro•
Dr. Calhoun Winston (UniverPhotography.
sity of South Carolina), Dr.
- European bus tour ' George Harper (Florida State
University) and Dr. ·Stanton
Plans will ba made for a bus tour
through Europo to the Middle East
Millet (University of West
cost
The
151.
Soc.
in
Fe-b. 9 at a p.m.
has not been set as yet. OCT credit
Florida), all English deparf
will be given to those who participate.
attend
should
Interested
ment chairmen.
Any student
.
the meeting.
U9F's director of academic
by·
More information can be obtained
contacting Dr. A. Hechiche, ext. 2249 or
Dr. Edwin P. Mar- .
services,
Dan Wilensky, '71-1586•
Irving Deer, USF
Dr.
and
, -tin,
English, are also
of
professor
Lamb~a
Phi Beta
on the program,
USF Phi Omicron Chapter ·of Phi

Bahama trip

R·ap House opens
be open every Wednesday night for stu-

: dents who want to rap. Student partici•
" pafion will determine the funding of a

• free coffee house to be developed later.

_ The Rap House Is sponsore:d by the

• Drug Rap Cadre. George Orras, 2
, EDU ., and Margie Silberman, 1 EDU.,
"' are in charge.

Advertising meeting
The Advertising Association will meet

..

, Feb. 14 in Lan. 117 at 2 p.m. Guest
• speakers will include professionals in

• four areas of communication: tltctran-

• ic, newspaper, advertising agencr 1nd
~ radio. Anyone may attend.

.
:

Circle K meetina

Natural science board
The College ol Natural Science Student Advisory Board now has an office
in the Science Center 406. Anyone inter- 1
ested, in acling on the board or helping
to improve 1he college should leave
their name and number at the office. or
mail the information to U<; 387•

Flying club meeting
The USF Flying Club

~ Circle K, an International coiTeglati
Servfce Orga9fzatlon, meets every Mon•
day at 2 p.m. in the UC. Che<k the
board for room number. All those who
are interested in faining an involvafflent
organization are invited to a_llend .

Chemistry- seminar
Unlversl·

Dr. Willard F. Lobby of the

Jy of California will talk on "Heterage-

...neous Catalysis" Feb • •10 at 4 p.m. in
, J:hemlslrv 105.
: Dr. Li~by will also discuss "The En~lronment Doctor" Feb. 14 at 8:30
~ .m., in Lan. 103, The pu~lic is invited.

~

A Bahania trip Is planned for March
18-26 by Bob Haywood of the University
Chapel Fellowship. The purpose of the
trip is to /,study exPeriences in hiJman
behavior aboard the - 65 foot yacht
which is the living and learning labora ..
torv for the week .
The cost of the trip is S170. Interested
students should contact Mr. Bob Hay•
wood at 988·1185.

os holding a

general business meeting Feb. 13, 1

p.m. at St. Pete Bay campus in build•
Ing B. Anyone wishing to join should,_
attend this meeting.
It is important that all members attend the meeting. If someone canrrot at ..
tend, contact Warren Startup at
974-~444. Leave your name end address
to receive membership card.

Other Valentine Day Arrangements
Available 7.50 UP

7740 W. HILLSBOROUGH
TEL 884-4182

3805 E. LAKE AVENUE

TEL 621-2073 ALL HRS.

,..

CRUISE THE GREEK ISLANDS
STUDY IN ITALY. - TURKEY - .GREECE
·FOR 45 DAYS -WITH THE ENGLISH DEPT. QTR. IV
STUDY PROGRAM

JNFQRMATJON
The Rap House opens Feb. 9, al 7:30
p.m. on the second floor of Argos
: above the bookstore. Thereafter it will

Mack's Flowers
Featurin g D esigns by
· Meland Ann Vernon

Reasonable Rates ·
No Waiting
Ample Parking
'
Easy In & Out

come interdisciplinary to survive. The Tampa conference will examine ways of-accomplishing this change.
Major addresses will be delivered by Dr. Barry Marks,
chairman of the English department at American University, on "Interdisciplinary

-FOR YOU R_;. ..--- ,---- -

:

Your personal
attention florist

ACCURATE BOOKKEEPING CO.

for 80 ,English chairmen
Eighty chairmen of university English departmenl s i~
.-.the Southeast will attend an
: Association of Departments of
: English (ADE) regional semi. nar Feb. 10-12 at Tampa's
: Manger Motor Inn under the
; sponsorship of USF and ADE.

Since 1956

REGISTER NOW.!

CALL ENGLISH DEPT.· 974-2421
JOHN TORIO - 988-5066

4-10 hr~. Credi t PUT THE PAST IN YOUR FUTURE! ·
- Ret. July 27
$1,199 & Tyition •.Tampa to Tampa• Dep. June 12
,
)

• l

.

~~
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Beta Lambda will be host District Four ,,-.:. .::::
Contest Feb. 19 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. I
All members are urged to attend lhe
following meetings : Feb. 9, 7:30 p.m. at
Mika Garver's apartment and Feb. 16,
7:30 p.m. at J ·udy French's apartment.
Maps are located In BSA 317.

Cycle riders' union

'

'

Interested students are -Invited to 11t•
tend a discussion of cycle insurance
. and AMA-sponsored Insurance Feb. 10,
8 p.m. ln the Kiva.
The ~mateur radio club will show two
fllms on ha,m ~r~dlo operations, Feb. 14
at 2 p.m. in the Business Teaching au•
The Young Representative s will meet
ditorium_ • 101. s tudents; faculty and
Feb. 14 in UC 252.
staff members are Invited to allend.

Radio club films

Young Rep. meeting

Overseas Center

The overseas Information Center
schedule tor Qtr. 2 Is: Monday,
' Wednesday and Friday, 11 a,tn.-l p.m.,
',:-4 p.m.; Tuesday 2•5 p.m., a\d "Thurs) tlay 3·5 p.m. ·T he ce11ter is located in
...Social Science 301 and is open to all
~ltudents, faculty, and staff.
~ • services offered by the center are:
, ravel, study, lobs, tour information,•
.,..a cademic programs, international stu~·dent IDs, passport applications, and inormatlon from most nations•

.

;:

Jackson meeting

-, An organizatlonaf meeting to support '
rs-en. Henry "Scoap" Jackson will be
"lteld Feb. 11 al 2 p. m. in UC 200 .. For
,ntormation call Ben GOOdwin, State ca~
~ordinator for Students tor Jackson 11
253.0905 or Bob Jell at 988-8624. ·

, ~ Psychology speaker
professor

" Dr. Victor Harol Vroom,
of psychology al Carnegie-Mellon Unlersity, will speak at a colloquium of
"the I Business and Psychology Departments Feb. 11 at 2 p.m. in Soc. 145.
..The subject will .be "LeadershiP and
Decision Making," tfre topic of Dr.
"'. ¥room's recent bOok.

Here now. The no. I selling
impor t truck that'll save
you money in a hurry.

,.

proaram
=:Learning l~b and
video tapes

At last we've got a lot of the working rp.achlne that
• Delivers up to 25 money-saving miles per gallon.
• Hauls up to half-ton of most anything in a steel bed.
·
• Rides you first class in a vinyl upholstered cab.
Drive ii for si2e. f01: e(:onomy. a nd ~use it gets the ,
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE
decide,
then
•
•
•
job done. Dri•• a Dat ■uu

The following films
'('ill be played rn 1he Learning Lab,
feb. 9·15. The days of shows are In
")ta rentheses.
..__~ Films:
The . Enchanted, Conservation and
• classlflcation (WJ; He Who Gels
1 '$,lapped
CM); and Balance in Nature,
~lant-AnimaL Communllles-Ecological
$uC:cessions, Tundra Ecology CM, T},
,... Video tapes:
•" ·Behavior Theory in Practice part 2
'. lW, Fl and part 3 and part 4 (T);
~anifulative Activities tor Elementary
•'Students (W); Micro Teaching Films:
•·lfigher Order Questions (W}, Group 3
'.JW, RJ; French Skit: Langue et Lan•
.. ,age Less, 5 and & CW, R), and Less. 7
•J.M); German Skit: De An fang Less. · 5-.1
•;JW, F) and L115s. 7 (T); General Chem'":1Strv (211 }, Less. 17'•20 (W, R, F. M),
l;l!SS. 21,24 (M, Tl ; "General ,Chemistrv
•}12 Less. 17-20 (W; R. F. M.), and
·
' 1'ess. 21-24 (M, T).
•·, Show times are available by calllng
, } 74-2341. Aller 5 p.m. call 974-4040.

IITSUN..
DMl

;; I : •

'

See our Complete line of Campers!
Toppers-Sle epers-Self Contained Campers On Datsun Pickups

COASTAL DATSUN,.INC.

•

25 to , 50 re du ct io n

Sales & Service
.
Phone 933~1771
10415 Fla. Ave., Tampa

0

'.

Open Sunday 1-6

,

THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC _AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
a specialized-agency of the United Nations dedicated to peace
and

.

THE STUDENT AIE>JSOCIETY

a non-profit non:,,,olitical organization dedicated
to helping students to help themselves
offer

$6 value

STUDY ABROAD
• New 19th Edition

• Each copy is trilingual
• in E,nglish; French and
Spanish

• Paris, France, 1972
• 644 Pages

The moat complete scholarship directory in the world lists mare than
234,000 scholarships, fellowships, loans and grants in more than 129
cou~trie1 or territories! Tells who is eligible, fields of study, financial a s!
1i&1ance, HOW, WHEN AND WHERE TO AP-PLYI Reflec:ts .t he latest scholarship approach costed by financial need! ,

·$1.50 value

VACATlciN STUDY ABROAD

'

e Each ·copy is trilingual in English, French and Spanish

I

More and more Americans are flocking overseas for summer vacations,

and an increasing proportion is young Americans! With the price war now
raging on overseas airfares, record-breaking numbers of ypung Americans will surge across Europe this summer! VACATION-STUDY ABROAD
tells how qualified people will go· free! Provides information on short

7
7

$12.50
all

for

courses, seminars, summer schools, scholarships and travel grants available each year to students, teachers and other young people and adult•
planning to undertake study pr.training abroad during their vacations • .
These date were provided by some 500 organizations in 54 countries!

.

_/

STUDENT AID SOCIETY membership dues, Services offered:
• Scholarship infoi'ination service,
Answers question, conceming scholarships worldwide! ·
• Travel Hrvice.
Plans interesting, tours to exotic lands!
. e Reference Service.

"Your reference service
saved me much valuable
time which I put in on ·
other subjects, Result: 5
A's and 1 B."
CN, Ann Arbor, Mich . .

on se le ct ed iten1s
th ro ng ho U tt he
st or e ••• hegin11ing
T hn r,s da y.Fehi;uary 10
0

I

t■rm papers, essays, book re-ports, theses, etc. frequently

using primary sources available only in the Library of Congress!
We do not actually write the finished assignment since that would
deprive the student of valuable educational experience and defeat the very purpose for writing for oneself in the first place. We
rovide background information and bibliographies which
will p_
rank with such tools as the College Outline Series and encyclopedaedia reference services available only with expensiv.e sets.
Limit of one draft at small additional charge, per1eme1te rper1tudent in good standing, We cannot answer~ny question which we

HO UR S: MON. & FR I., 10- 9, TU ES .-T HU RS .,10 -7,
SA TU RD AY 10- 6
.

,

feel require• the advice of a doctor, lawyer, architect; engineer, or
"The Vantage Point" 1$ a
other licensed practitioner, nor con we advise conceming your fibook put together by 5
nancial investment■ • Neither can we undertake markatr.-search or
edited
gho8t writers and
aurveya or provide home study cours~s •.
by LBJ; Your reference
service 18 almost like my
own personal gh'ost writer."
Student Aid Society, P.O. Box 39042
LC, Gainesville, Fla.

---:---------I
,--1

' "The 3 reference books
of which every student
needs personal copies '
are Study Abroad, a
good dictionary and
thesaurus. I got a $10,000
4-year scholarship from
Study Abroad."
AA, Berkeley, Calif.

I

Friendship Station;Washington, D.~. 20016

I
I

Gentlemen: I enclose.$6 for Study Abroad,
Vacation Study Abroad and annual dues.

I

Name . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . • . . • • • . • . . .

Address., •..• . ••. •• .• / •. _.•.•• : •••• •• •

I

-------------~--~

l City, State .•..•••••

_/

I

I
I
I

l

.•• Zip . • • • .. • • .. • •

' I
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Chaitk_in tired, disi_llusioned_. THE~U-~::;;:;;;;;;;~••Y'· _,,
·
..t:
after 'eIection camp,aigning ,,B ,.,,,.,,;,...,..,,.M... ~

"")

.q

~

.

--:'~

Safari .Trips

to Key Largo

10.,}'.,....-:
. -.•---___,,,_

t ~ 6' 0

By NORMAN GOOGEL
Oracle Staff Writer

Joe Chaitkin said he ran for
Student Government (SG)
president because he believed
students were dissatisfied with
the "traditional-conservative"
kind of president.
But now Chaitkin, tired and
.disillusioned after losing a

close run-off election to Mark
Adams last Wednesday says
he's d/sappointed in USF's
students.''
"I WON'T listen to students'
complaints about the ineffectiveness of SG anymore," he
said, sighing more from fa.
tigue than contempt.
"I learned · while cam-

paigning that stU<;lents were their programs with honesty,
lethargic, apathetic, a n d integrity - and benefit stu'turned-off' by SG and the dents directly."
concept of voting in SG elecEVEN THOUGIJ his New
tions.
Voice Party running, mate
" The legislature is no place John Hogg was elected vice
t o do anything,". he said. "I ,prt sident, Chaitkin was not
think I'd like to get involved optimistic about the new adin co-ops, fr!;!; univetsity, and rilii;ristration._
things like that. They run
ifHogg will be restricted
under the auspices of the
Adam's administration," he
said. "I'm not r eally -sure
what to expect from Adams
I
though because he didn't
promise anything in his campaig_n ."

.
t ~ o mpa
.
and Glisson Fire Equipme_nt Co~

Ma,int M. Lovejoy - Pres., Al Faulknor, Gen. Mgr. Master Driver

7400 NEBRASKA AVE. PH. 234-11 01- 236-5776 COMPLETE DIVER'S NEEDS

•

STEAK SPECIAL
$395

FILET STEAK DINNER,
BEVERAGE, DESSERT ... . . . . . . . . .

'Frat. council to publish book;
'

,

provide

bee,· at· 'Happy

The Inte'rfraternity Council
(IFC) is publishing its own
yearbook and donating three
kegs for a "Happy Hour"
Feb. 18 at the Empty Keg.
IFC president Bob Milhoan
said they decided to publish
their own book after a dispute
with the Aegean concerning
page and phot o allotment · for
frat~rnities last quarter.

Oracle Photo by John Moa/e

It keeps on chugging • • ._
In ce!ebration of.their first anniversary, WUSF-FM's Underground Railroad is having a weekend of super entertainment
complete with live ba.nds. Tun~ in on 89.7 and be prepared
for a. one-way non-stop journey into the land of underground
mosic.

"WE WERE unable to work
out the differences after
meeting with the Aegean editor Gail Kallins, so we decid.ed to go ahead with our own
book," he said.
The yearbook will cost each
organization $25 for two pages
instead _of the Aegean's $40 for

MWitt¥iii~™ ™ - ~~ atw1t>.it~&MiW Jili.~ml
I

-------------

2. FOR RENT

14. HELP WANTED

Chaitkin said he believed
drink to the new Empty Keg SG probably made more progat their "Happy Hour" from 1 ress under Jeff Smith than
to 3 p.m. Feb. 18. They're also any other, president. " But
considering ways to decorate Smith wasn't as-innovative as
and improve the atmosphere ' he could have been. He's still
of USF's German-style beer administration-oriented.''
hall.
Chaitkin said he intends 'to
"ignore the fine. They (ERC)
have no power to issue fines.
I'ni not going to pay any
attention to it," said Chaitkin
who plans t o neither pay the
fine nor take action in student
court !lgainst the ER:C ~uling.

COMMUNITY WORKSHOP
presents

Now accepting applications for Su mmer "See T he Hour Of The Furnaces,
Camp Counsel ors at PIN EWOOD for boys Wednesday, Feb. 9, 8 p.m., in LA N 103,
and girl s in Hendersonvil le, N.C. Write Sl. This is a f amo.us Argentina RevoluP.O. Box 4585, Normandy Branch, M iami t ionary film, First time shown in the
Beach, Fla. 33141.
South."
VACANT POSITIONS AT U.S. F.
The following positions ar e 1o be f illed: Income Tax preparat ion & Bookkeeping
Camp 4s . Security Police Off icers-$6756, in my /;1ome. 15 Years experience. Leona
Accountant 111-$9444, Statistician 111-$9180, Roberts, 1908 E . Pat t erson St. 236-0002. If
Computer Operator 11-$6264, Mason-S71 76, not in, call aga in.
1
Account Cl erk I I-S4692, 3 Keypunch Oper- - - - - - ' -- - - - -- - ator OPS-$4692, 2 Sales Clerk 1-$3768, 5 - - - - - - - ~ - - - ,
Sec retary 11-$4584 Secret ary II 1•$5304, 1.
Clerk Typist I 11 Pm-7 am-$3768, Clerk
Typist /I -OPS 50 percent-S2.00 Hr., Secretar y 111 (t emp) • S2.50 Hr., 2 Secretary
IV-S5988. TH E UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
FLORIDA
AN EQUAL o PPORTuN1406 N. Dale Mabry
TY EMPLOYER. For further i nformation
876 7021
contract Per sonnel Ser vices, FAO 11, ext.
2530.
Complime ntary USF D i scount
-Sa-le_s_m_
a_n -fo
_r_8_-t_r-ac_k_ s-te-r-eo- t a_
p_es-. -L-a-r g-e
·th th ·
d F · C P rt

Vitesse Imported
f
pOrts
I
II
·

I
I
I
I
I

~

-

AND STEAK HPUSE RESTAURANT
9302 N. 30th St~ (West of Busc!h Gardens)
Traders Hour • .••• • •.•• , • • •~• •• •• •• ; , •••• 4:30-6:30

, Cocktails .... . ..... . . , •. , .. , , . .. .. . . •. , . .•. , • 50c

. · ALL- USF STUDENTS WILL RECEIVE
FREE SANGRIA (JUNGLE JUICE)
WITH EACH DINNER
/

BANQUET ,FACILITIES

932-6337 or 876-5739

.:..--~::• .~-.a, 1~ --

I

FREE

THE
. /#-FASHION

STORE

FORT HOMER HESTERLY ARMORY

*Recording Artists *
,-

MICHAEL BALDWIN
RICHARD LEPS
HENRY PAUL
MILTON CARROLL
· FRANK MICARE

I

NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER

La Mancha Dos singles apts,, furnished
town houses-.
PRIVATE BEDRooMs
SHAG carpet, cent. A&H, garbage dlsp.
Maid service 2 pools, tennis ct s., recreatiqnaI bldg. • party facilities, walking distance f rom USF. 13700 W. 42nd St . s75
month. Call 971 -7135.
selection, quality guaranteed, royalty. ~:_:w~
•• - 1 :'.:~1:
- - s :o'.::~o;r;e~19~n~a;r~o:_:s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- - - - paid. You buy at low Price, your profit is
your commission. Send name, address &
phone. Box 9113 Albuquerque, New M exiMa.le roommate needed to share fully fur- co 8711 9:
nished ,\'-Pt, near USF. TV, stereo, Private
bedrQPms, etc. $65 per mo. plus utilities.
v
Call 935-0441 .
Wedding Photographer & Invitations for
all occasions. After 6 call 621-1607.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - TYPING-Accurate, neat, reasonable rates,
Lots of anlique junk bottles, nik-naks fast ser)lice. 11110 N 22nd St reet. Phone
and other items. Call 232-5201 .
' 971-2139.
.
Datsun Topper, Perris Valley make. 3 fl. Tennis lessons by 1968 NJCAA champion
high-6ft . wide, 3 months old. Cost $400-sel/ and former Sheraton Beach Hotel Pro.
5300 or t r ade or ? Phone 626-5854.
Also equipment tor sale-racket s, balls,
BUYERS-SELL ERS EXCH. SE RVI CES shoes, shorts, shir ts, socks, hats. Call
Buy-Sell-Rent-Locat e
988-7734, ask for David.
·
'71 M erucry Cougar-loaded
$3250 Restripe your park ing area. Call Gaines
S1500 Traffi c Mar king Co. at 238-1435.
'67 Lincoln Continenta l
'66 Cad 2dr HT, Ex Cond
$1600
'63 Buick F-85 2dr HT
s 200
QU ALI F IE D TY PIST
and many, many other BARGAINS! Call I BM Selectr ic, changes of type. Dissertalions, t hesis, and term papers-USF r e872-1891 9 a.m.-6 p.m. •

,s

J'

Country ~ -Folk - Blues

Thurs., Feb. 10, 8:00 p.m.

21. MISCELLANEOUS

·r

Hour'

CONCERT

CLASSIFIED ADS
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES
5 lines
"1 .00
( 31 characters/line
,p
Additional Line ______ .15
Repeated: 2-4 Issues - .90*
More than 4 issues ___ .75*
LAN : Phone 974· 2620
*Per five lines (31 char acters)

one page, but each organization must sell one page of advertisements.
Mike Postak, a brother- of
Sigma Phi Epsilon, will edit
the book.
The IFC invites everyone to

!l;_~~

WESTSHORE P~ZA ·

· DOWNTOWN:
705 FRANKLIN ST.'
I
BR,ITTON PWA SHOPPING CENTER

\I

.3• ROOM WANTED

_1_5___s_E_R_V_IC_E_S__
-,...-._F_F_E_R_E_D

I

6. MISC. FOR SALE

This is your L EVI store. We have denim
& corduroys in regular s & BELLS. Also
boots, shi rts & Western hats. Only -lO
min. from ca mpus. Bermax Western
.Wear-8702 Nebraska Ave. -

9. MOTORCYCLES
Cycle helmet for sale: size small. Ca ll
988-3980 or Room 224, Language Departmenf.

10. AUTOMOTIVE

quirem ents. Education, work, t yping references available. Call · Gloria 884-1969.
TYP ING SERVI CE. IBM Sel ect ri c. Term
papers, manuscripl s, t hesis, letters and
other. 10 Mln. from USF. Call Lore
Schmoll 971-2673.
TELEPHONE Classified AD Service
x Not a newspaper -A unique /deax
_ xln Buying-Selling-by phonex
xCars, Mot orcycles, Rent als &x
xall used mer chandise.x
xWorks better t han a newspaper x
Faster-Easler-Less 'Expensivex
xOne number i s all you call tox
xBuy or Se/Ix
xTry It You' ll Like lt !x
X872-1891 M-F, 9am-6Pmx
TELEPHON E Class1
·11
·ed AD servic' e
~~~~'--~..;_.....c::c::..:..:.::...::::.:.....:..:..:c:__
PROFESS IONAL TY PIST-I BM Seleclric
carbon ribbon. W!II follow TURAB IAN
style m anual. Quality work : term paper s,
t hesis, resumes. Weekdays call after 6
PM • week ends alf day 971 -6041
·
TYPING • Experience with thesis papers
and dissertations. E/ec. typewriter with
car bon ribbon. S.50 page. Pick up & del iveries. Call 949-6018.

'67 VW Camper . Clean. F ully equippedrad·
I b
t bl
b
1o, ce ox conver a e
ed, closet ,
luggage rack, camping heater. Best
Oller. Call 932-4626.
'67 VW-A-C R&H, good t ires, new aint
P
job. $800. Call John 232-5201 .
,
.
For Sale- 65 Alfa Romeo with '68 engine.
No reasonable offer refused. Phone
238-8398.
.
.
~or Sale-1970 Fiat 124 Sp/~~r. Go_od cond 1f ·FM radio, M lch1/m-X tires. Ca ll
7
1970 Datsun 2~0-Z. Must sell. Excellent Typi ng Services-Nancy
condition, has factor y air, brand new Mi- · Lois, Call 837-5941.

~~t' J

chelin Radia l tires and mag wheels. Need
to buy a home. Call 935-2379
·

E lliot,

6308
'

s.

16, LO~T AND FOUND

IN THE
TITLE AND ·
., $100 in cash
• ci $200 Belk Lindsey of
Britton ce rtificate ·

1st RUNNER UP WINS:
• $50 in cash • a $100 Belk Lindsey of Britton
certificate • an inscribe d trophy

.

I

2nd RUNNER UP WINS:

i~-~~11.

i"

• $25
cash • a $50 Belk Lindsey of Briaon
certificate • an inscribed trophy

It's easy and fun!
Just fill out the
preliminary entry blank
below and you·'re on your ·
way to fame and
fortune!

1.

TAN YOUR SEXY HIDE
·IN A GRE.AT BIKINI

.

W'.' CONTEST
e and Times

e nter, you must be singl e · an,, be f
Judg ing of fi nali sts will b e March 11th a

ag es of 17 and 23.
on Hall, Tampa.

"MISS TA'MPA B
. Sponso red by

The Tam

FILL IN COMPLETELY •. . PLEASE PRI
NAME - -- - ~- - - - - - ' ADDRESS._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
CITY

.r

PHONE

AGE, _ _

_

~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~- ~ ~ -~~~-~~~~-

2200 S. DALE MABRY

'

• your own inscribed trophy
This pageant is held every year during the Tampa Boat and Sportsman's Show,. March 9th
through 12th, at Curtis Hixon Hall in Tampa.

1969 Volkswagen Beetle. Very clean, ex- - - - - - - - - - - - - - condition. Call after 6 ~.m., Lost : a watch (small f ace) with large
leather band. Reward! Call Nancy Hale
' 67 MUSTANG-6 cylinder-$895. Navy blue, at 884-791 1. Lost somewhere on , campus.
3-sp~ed, heater, r adio. Super condition, Found: pai r of gold wire-rimmed glasses
new engine. WIii consider tra de for VW in front of SOC. bldg. on Feb. 3, A lso,
bus. Ca ll 996-3227 or 223-8995.
clear w-blue trim bubbl e umbrella found
, 1969 CAMARO
In LAN 115 on Feb.
Cont ract Or acle
Indy. Pacesetter mod el 350-300 hp. en- Advertising, LAN 472, ext. 2620.
g/ne, ~bbl. dual . exhaust, co~ver_
t ible, fac- ost: Heavy tan coat with dar/q br own
tor y air, ~ew wide oval r ad ial tires. Scott fur lining In L AN 338, i n ~ d-January.
Benrube, Grean Oaks APts. 307, 971 -6966. Persona l value-$10 reward. Ca ll 985-1597.

STUPF1'0WEAB

JUMP-INr

Cl ip th is e ntry blank a nd paste it o n t he back of a recent ,
photog ra p h of you rse lf (full le ngth in swim suit}: Photo
beco mes th e property of The Ta mpa Tribun e-Times a nd will
·not be returned. Ma il t o: Mr. Ed McCrum, Sp'e c ial Eve nts Director
The Ta mpa Tribun e-Time s
P. 0. Box 19 1
Tampa , Fla. 33601
Entry d eadline: Morch 1, 1972. If vou ore se lected os one of the top 20
semi-fina lists, the Selection Comm ittee will notify you .

.\
I.

\

A ONE-PIECE
JUMP-IN
HOT-PANTS
WITH
MATC.H ING YEST ·
. CREPE TOP
PRINT TAPESTRY BOTTOM
•

I

,-

~

.

,·

'2-THE ORACLE-U. o.f South Florida, February 9, 1r,:

\

;_ Decision making
continued from page 1

•that most administrators and
students believe an effective
·student voice is now in an ad.visory capacity, although ad•
ministrators have different
·ideas about where the active
student voice can be found
and best utilized.
·
THERE ARE five main
power bases in the USF stu.'
dent voice structure: appointive committees, the University Senate, College Councils,
Student Organizatjons, and
Student Government, all of
which have evolved into advi•
sory bodies in the last fi~e

years.
Student criticis will be
quick to charge that the stu' dent voice has not significa ntly changed since the violencefilled late 1960's , but according to Dr. Joe Howell, Vice
President for Student Affairs,
this is because "most changes
either aren't noticed by the
average student or are com•
pleted over a period of weeks
during which time the student
forgets about them."
Five years ago students had
not gained an advisory voice.
What the administration said
went, and usually without a'.!JY
sort of student consultation,

even in areas of student affairs.
Five years ago students
were r epresented on 12 alluniversity committees. Now
studemts have the majority on
25 of 73· all-university committees and organizations,
and also serve on 44 other administrative and organiza.
tional committees. ,
Five years ago students had
no say in the selection of col·
lege- deans or department
chairman. In 1972 students
serve on committees which
·recommend both deans and
chairmen and they have .also
helped choose the USF vice•

presidents of student affairs,
academic affairs, and administrative affairs. They are
currently working to nominate
an assistant to the vice•
pr esident of student affairs,
via student committees.

finance committee composed
of students and two nonstudent advisors who have no
actual voice on. the committee. In 1972, $1.7-million ·will
be distributed by the student
finance committee.

,Five years ago $200,000 of
student funds were allocated
to s t u d e n t organizations
through a committee of facul•
ty, students, a.Rd administrators. Now a SttJd.e nt heads J he

In five years the student
voice has ev6lved from an un•
heard whisper outside the
doors of administration build·
ings to a voice of advice
which reaches the ears not

!e!,hf
Tutoring School

~-Enrollm-ent

only of local faculty and administrators, but of persons
involved in the state and national educational spectrum.
It's not inconceivable that
students may further develop
a , system of student liaison
·within the university administration and that someday students themselves may serve
in administrative positions in
institutions .of higher learning
run for and by the students.

9!5!56 FLORJCA AVENUE

TAMPA, FLORIDA :931512

NORTH _GATE ANIMAL CLINIC
MATTHEW J. TOIA, c .v . M .

Offers: G.R.E. Prep11,ration
20 hours ,of ins.truction
$100.00 tuition, Books extra

VETERINARY MEDICINE ANO SURGERY

HOURS BY AFPOIN.TMEN!

When you know
it's for keeps ·

TWEN,TY•.FOUR HOUR

MO"{:•FRI ,. 9-12 3.7
TELEPHONE SERVICE
and graduate student (about ly a matter of economics,
501
S.
Dale
Mabry
SAT. 9,12
( 813) 935-3490
250 less than expected) but he they can attend junior colP.h:. 879-2581 & 879-3521
he did not expect to fund ·any said he expected the fresh• leges much cheaper."
new programs.
man number to stay fa'.irly
ROSE THOUGHT the drop constant since the . Board of~
in growth rate may have rep· Regents had put a ceiling on
.resented a trend for USF en•,. freshman enrollment at 2,400.
1 "THE GROWTH
:rollment.
rate will
: "Enrollm_e?t 1:5ually dr~ps , not be as great as it has
:after a t_mtion mcrease l~~e been," Hartley said, "but it
World Famous Portrayer of Christ
_we had first quarter but 1t.s will definitely continue to inusually up by Qtr. 2," Rose crease."
ORIGINAL ENGLISH SPOKEN VERSION
said, "but it did not increase
University Registrar James
::.Significantly this quarter. Lucas said his office had been
:We're not ,experiencing the studying why the growth rate
21/2 Hour
Parents •
mas¥ve growth rate we've had dropped by interviewing
• Stage
Your Children
n atl in the past, it's far cheap- the students whc had been acPresentation!
Should
~er to go to a junior college." cepted but who· did not 'attend
See This!
• Hartley also thought the jun- USF.
26 Never-toior college had reduced USF's
WHILE
THE
STUDY
was
be-forgotten
To See Is
growth rate but he did not
not
yet
completed
Lucas
said
Scenes!
' think it would greatly reduce
·To Believe!
the four main reasons the s tuUSF's g:rowth.
dents gave for not attending
"Besides junior colleges, USF were:
students are taking different · i; USF did not have the
routes in choosing their ca• programs the student wanted
reers, some are going directly
v They could not get suffito indi,stry" Hartley said,
cient
financial aid
" but the trend is for higher
i;
They
could not find ade•
' as a Community Service
education and we're still
Sponsored by the North Tampa Kiwanis Club
quate
housing
going to get a large share of
Fri., Sat., Sun.
these students, particularly as
v Another university acFEB.
18th, 19th, & 20th
. we are in the process of <_le- cepted them oefore USF did.
RESERVED
SEATS $4:50, $3.50
Fri., Sot., & Sun. Evenings, 8 : 15 P.M. Sunday Afternoon Rese rved
Lucas said the reason given
veloping a graduate pro$2.50
(At Door Only)
Sect Performance, 2: 15 P.M. Matin ee Sot., Fe b. 19 - $2.50
most
often
was
-the
lack
of
figram."
Tickets available from Circle K Club
Hartley said the greatest nancial funds.
Room
221-A
Univ. Center 10 A.M. - 2 P.M. Mon. - Fri.
drop of students this year has , . "The junior colleges are
been in the freshman class definitely affecting enrollPassion Play Headquarters, 210 S. Tampa St., Phone 225-9531.
(about 200 less than expected) ment, Lucas said, "it's strict•

continued fram page 1

You can choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,
because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee gives
written proof of a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut
and superb color.
There is no finer

· THE 7 LAST DAYS OF JESUS ON EARTH!
PORTRAYED BEFORE YOUR VERY EYES!

Starring Val Balfour

OBERAMMERGAU PASSION PLAY!

diamond ring.

I

.

~ i ; 2 s a k e®
REGISTERED 01AMONO RINGS

®
Rings from $100 to $·! 0,000
Trade Mark Reg. A, H. Pond Co.

I

I
I
I
I
J

McKAY AUDITORIUM

I
I
I
I

---------------- - ------ -----7
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I
Send new 20 pg. booklet, " Planning Your En_gagement a nd Weddi ng" plus
full ~olor folder ,a nd ➔4 pg. Bride's Book gift offer a ll for only 25¢,
S•72

Name------------,----- - ----Add,01- - - -- - - - -- - - - - - -- - -C i l r - - - - - - - ' - - - - - C o , _ _ _ _ __

Stole-- - - - - - -- - - - ---'ZiP-

REMEMBER.
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LOVE DAY

I

FEBRUARY 14th GIFT IDEAS ·.

I

I

I

EAU DE LOVE PERFUMES
/ BOXED CANDY
. ....

FLOWERS
HALLMARK (ARDS
LOVE IS.

•

• PLAQUES

& KEY CHAINS

-

---

APW

-_

.

I

I'

l . : EE PSAK E DIAMOND RIN GS, BOX '10 , SYRAC USE, N.Y. 1320~

r

-

___

I
I
I
I
I
I

I,

BOOKSTORE

f

\

JEWELRY

I

VALENTINE .GIFT BOOKS
COOK.BOOKSCHILDREN'S BOOKS
TRAVEL BOOKS -

